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Economists tend not to take the full range of theories from psychology as seriously as they
should. Psychologists have much more to offer to economists than the limited array of models or ad
hoc insights that have been adopted by behavioral economists. One simple reason for this lack of
communication is that psychologists tend to “estimate” their models, and test them, in a naive
fashion that makes it hard for economists to evaluate the broader explanatory power of those
models. Another reason is that psychologists tend to think in terms of the process of decision-
making, rather than the characterization of the choice itself, and it has been hard to see how such
models could be estimated in the same way as standard models from economics. We propose that
psychologists use the maximum likelihood estimation of structural models to address these barriers
to trade between the two disciplines (or that economists use these methods to evaluate models from
psychology).
Recent developments in “behavioral econometrics” allow much richer specifications of
traditional and non-traditional models of behavior. It is possible to jointly estimate parameters of
complete structural models, rather than using one experiment to pin down one parameter, another
experiment to pin down another, and losing track of the explanatory power and sampling errors of
the whole system. It is also possible to see the maximum likelihood evaluator as an intellectual
device to write out the process in as detailed a fashion as desired, rather than relying on pre-existing
estimation routines to shoe-horn the model into. The mainstream models can also be seen as
process models in this light, even if they do not need to be interpreted that way in economics.
In section 1 we review the basic elements of structural modeling of choice under uncertainty,
using expected utility theory from mainstream economics to illustrate and provide a baseline model.
In section 2 we illustrate how one of the most important insights from psychology (Edwards [1962]),
the possibility of probability weighting, can be incorporated. In section 3 we demonstrate the effects
of including one of the other major insights from psychology (Kahneman and Tversky [1979]), the
possibility of sign dependence in utility evaluation. In particular, we demonstrate how circularity in
the use of priors about the true reference point can dramatically affect the empirical inferences one
might make about the prevalence of loss aversion. The introduction of alternative structural models
1 Hertwig and Ortmann [2001][2005] evaluate the differences systematically, and in a balanced manner.
2 Funny things happen to this power function as r tends to 0 and becomes negative. Gollier [2001; p.27] notes
the different asymptotic properties of CRRA functions when r is positive or r is negative. When r>0, utility goes from 0
to 4 as income goes from 0 to 4. However, when r<0, utility goes from minus 4 to 0 as income goes from 0 to 4.
Wakker [2006] extensively studies the properties of the power utility function. An alternative form, U(x) = x(1-F)/(1-F), is
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leads to a discussion of how one should view the implied hypothesis testing problem. We advocate a
mixture specification in section 4, in which one allows for multiple latent data-generating processes,
and then uses the data to identify which process applies in which task domain and for which
subjects. We then examine in section 5 how the tools of behavioral econometrics can be applied to
the neglected model from psychology proposed by Lopes [1995]. Her model represents a novel way
to think about rank-dependent and sign-dependent choices jointly, and directly complements
literature in economics. Finally, in section 6 we examine the statistical basis of the claims of
Brandstatter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006] that their Priority Heuristic dramatically outperforms
other models of choice under uncertainty from economics and psychology.
We are not saying that psychologists are ignorant about the value or methods of maximum
likelihood and structural models, that every behavioral economist uses these methods, or indeed that
they are needed for every empirical issue that arises between economists and psychologists. Instead,
we are arguing that many needless debates can be efficiently avoided if we share a common statistical
language for communication. The use of experiments themselves provides a critical building block in
developing that common language: if we can resolve differences in procedures then the experimental
data itself provides an objective basis for debates over interpretation to be meaningfully joined.1
1. Elements of the Estimation of Structural Models
1.1 Estimation of a Structural Model Assuming EUT
Assume for the moment that utility of income is defined by
U(x) = xr (1)
where x is the lottery prize and r is a parameter to be estimated. For r=0 assume U(x)=ln(x) if
needed. Thus 1-r is the coefficient of Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA): r=1 corresponds to
risk neutrality, r>1 to risk loving, and r<1 to risk aversion.2 Let there be K possible outcomes in a
often estimated, and in this form F is the CRRA.
3 In some cases a parameter is used to adjust the latent index LEU defined by (3). For example, Birnbaum and
Chavez [1997; p.187, eq. (14)] specify that prob(choose lottery R) = M(V × LEU) and estimate V. This is formally
identical to a so-called “Fechner error specification,” discussed below in §2.1 (see equation (3“), and set : there to 1/V).
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lottery. Under EUT the probabilities for each outcome k, pk, are those that are induced by the
experimenter, so expected utility is simply the probability weighted utility of each outcome in each
lottery i:
EUi = 3k=1,K [ pk × uk ]. (2)
The EU for each lottery pair is calculated for a candidate estimate of r, and the index
LEU = EUR - EUL (3)
calculated, where EUL is the “left” lottery and EUR is the “right” lottery. This latent index, based on
latent preferences, is then linked to the observed choices using a standard cumulative normal
distribution function M(LEU). This “probit” function takes any argument between ±4 and
transforms it into a number between 0 and 1 using the function shown in Figure 1. Thus we have
the probit link function,
prob(choose lottery R) = M(LEU) (4)
The logistic function is very similar, as illustrated in Figure 1, and leads instead to the “logit”
specification.3
Even though Figure 1 is common in econometrics texts, it is worth noting explicitly and
understanding. It forms the critical statistical link between observed binary choices, the latent
structure generating the index y*, and the probability of that index y* being observed. In our
applications y* refers to some function, such as (3), of the EU of two lotteries; or, later, the
prospective utility of two lotteries. The index defined by (3) is linked to the observed choices by
specifying that the R lottery is chosen when LEU > ½, which is implied by (4).
Thus the likelihood of the observed responses, conditional on the EUT and CRRA
specifications being true, depends on the estimates of r given the above statistical specification and
the observed choices. The “statistical specification” here includes assuming some functional form
for the cumulative density function (CDF), such as one of the two shown in Figure 1. If we ignore
4 Relatively few subjects use this option. The extension to handling it in models of this kind is discussed in
Harrison and Rutström [2008; §2.2].
5 Appendix B is available in the working paper version, Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2007], available
online at http://www.bus.ucf.edu/wp/.
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responses that reflect indifference4 the conditional log-likelihood would be
ln L(r; y, X)  = 3i [ (ln M(LEU) * yi = 1) + (ln M(1!LEU) * yi = !1) ] (5)
where yi =1(!1) denotes the choice of the Option R (L) lottery in risk aversion task i, and X is a
vector of individual characteristics reflecting age, sex, race, and so on.
The latent index (3) could have been written in a ratio form:
LEU = EUR / (EUR + EUL) (3')
and then the latent index would already be in the form of a probability between 0 and 1, so we
would not need to take the probit or logit transformation. This specification has been used, with
some modifications to include stochastic errors, in Holt and Laury [2002].
Appendix A reviews experimental procedures for some canonical binary lottery choice tasks
we will use to illustrate many of the models considered here. These data amount to a replication of
the classic experiments of Hey and Orme [1994], with extensions to collect individual demographic
characteristics and to present subjects with some prizes framed as losses. Details of the experiments
are reported in Harrison and Rutström [2005][2007]. Subjects were recruited from the undergraduate
and graduate student population of the University of Central Florida in late 2003 and throughout
2004. Each subject made 60 lottery choices and was paid for 3 of these, drawn at random. A total of
158 subjects made choices. Some of these had prizes of $0, $5, $10 and $15 in what we refer to as
the gain frame (N=63). Some had prizes framed as losses of $15, $10, $5 and $0 relative to an
endowment of $15, ending up with the same final prize outcomes as the gain frame (N=58). Finally,
some subjects had an endowment of $8, and the prizes were transformed to be  -$8, -$3, $3 and $8,
generating final outcomes inclusive of the endowment of $0, $5, $11 and $16. 
Appendix B reviews procedures and syntax from the popular statistical package Stata that
can be used to estimate structural models of this kind, as well as more complex models discussed
later.5 The goal is to illustrate how experimental economists can write explicit maximum likelihood
6 Clustering commonly arises in national field surveys from the fact that physically proximate households are
often sampled to save time and money, but it can also arise from more homely sampling procedures. For example,
Williams [2000; p.645] notes that it could arise from dental studies that “collect data on each tooth surface for each of
several teeth from a set of patients” or “repeated measurements or recurrent events observed on the same person.” The
procedures for allowing for clustering allow heteroskedasticity between and within clusters, as well as autocorrelation
within clusters. They are closely related to the “generalized estimating equations” approach to panel estimation in
epidemiology (see Liang and Zeger [1986]), and generalize the “robust standard errors” approach popular in
econometrics (see Rogers [1993]).  Wooldridge [2003] reviews some issues in the use of clustering for panel effects,
noting that significant inferential problems may arise with small numbers of panels. 
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(ML) routines that are specific to different structural choice models. It is a simple matter to correct
for stratified survey responses, multiple responses from the same subject (“clustering”),6 or
heteroskedasticity, as needed, and those procedures are discussed in Appendix B.
Panel A of Table 1 shows maximum likelihood estimates obtained with this simple
specification. The coefficient r is estimated to be 0.776, with a 95% confidence interval between
0.729 and 0.825. This indicates modest degrees of risk aversion, consistent with vast amounts of
experimental evidence for samples of this kind.
Extensions of the basic model are easy to implement, and this is the major attraction of this
approach to the estimation of structural models. For example, one can easily extend the functional
forms of utility to allow for varying degrees of relative risk aversion (RRA). Consider, as one
important example, the Expo-Power (EP) utility function proposed by Saha [1993]. Following Holt
and Laury [2002], the EP function is defined as
U(x) = [1-exp(-"x1-r)]/", (1')
where " and r are parameters to be estimated.  RRA is then r + "(1-r)y1-r, so RRA varies with
income if " … 0. This function nests CRRA (as " 6 0) and CARA (as r  6 0).
It is also simple matter to generalize this ML analysis to allow the core parameter r to be a
linear function of observable characteristics of the individual or task. For example, assume that we
collected information on the sex of the subject, and coded this as a binary dummy variable called
Female. In this case we extend the model to be r = r0 + r1 × Female, where r0 and r1 are now the
parameters to be estimated. In effect the prior model was to assume r = r0 and just estimate r0. This
extension significantly enhances the attraction of ML estimation of structural models, particularly for
responses pooled over different subjects, since one can condition estimates on observable
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characteristics of the task or subject. We illustrate the richness of this extension later. For now, we
estimate r0=0.83 and r1= -0.11, with standard errors of 0.050 and 0.029 respectively. So there is some
evidence of a sex effect, with women exhibiting slightly greater risk aversion. Of course, this
specification does not control for other variables that might be confounding the effect of sex.
1.2 Stochastic Errors
An important extension of the core model is to allow for subjects to make some errors. The
notion of error is one that has already been encountered in the form of the statistical assumption
that the probability of choosing a lottery is not 1 when the EU of that lottery exceeds the EU of the
other lottery. This assumption is clear in the use of a link function between the latent index LEU
and the probability of picking one or other lottery; in the case of the normal CDF, this link function
is M(LEU) and is displayed in Figure 1. If the subject exhibited no errors from the perspective of
EUT, this function would be a step function in Figure 1: zero for all values of y*<0, anywhere
between 0 and 1 for y*=0, and 1 for all values of y*>0. By varying the shape of the link function in
Figure 1, one can informally imagine subjects that are more sensitive to a given difference in the
index LEU and subjects that are not so sensitive. Of course, such informal intuition is not strictly
valid, since we can choose any scaling of utility for a given subject, but it is suggestive of the
motivation for allowing for errors, and why we might want them to vary across subjects or task
domains.
Consider the error specification used by Holt and Laury [2002], originally due to Luce
[1959], and popularized by Becker, DeGroot and Marschak [1963]. The EU for each lottery pair is
calculated for candidate estimates of r, as explained above, and the ratio
LEU = EUR1/: / (EUL1/: + EUR1/:) (3O)
calculated, where : is a structural “noise parameter” used to allow some errors from the perspective
of the deterministic EUT model. The index LEU is in the form of a cumulative probability
distribution function defined over differences in the EU of the two lotteries and the noise parameter
:. Thus, as : 6 0 this specification collapses to the deterministic choice EUT model, where the
7 See Harless and Camerer [1994], Hey and Orme [1994] and Loomes and Sugden [1995] for the first wave of
empirical studies including some formal stochastic specification in the version of EUT tested. There are several species
of “errors” in use, reviewed by Hey [1995][2002], Loomes and Sugden [1995], Ballinger and Wilcox [1997], and Loomes,
Moffatt and Sugden [2002]. Some place the error at the final choice between one lottery or the other after the subject has
decided deterministically which one has the higher expected utility; some place the error earlier, on the comparison of
preferences leading to the choice; and some place the error even earlier, on the determination of the expected utility of
each lottery. Within psychology, Birnbaum [2004b; p.57-63] discusses the implications of these and other error
specifications for observed choice patterns, in the spirit of Harless and Camerer [1994]. However, he does not integrate
them into estimation of the structural models of choice under uncertainty he is testing, in the spirit of Hey and Orme
[1994]. However, the model estimated in Birnbaum and Chavez [1997; p. 187, eq.(14)] can be viewed as formally
equivalent to a Fechner specification, as noted earlier.
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choice is strictly determined by the EU of the two lotteries; but as : gets larger and larger the choice
essentially becomes random. When :=1 this specification collapses to (3'), where the probability of
picking one lottery is given by the ratio of the EU of one lottery to the sum of the EU of both
lotteries. Thus : can be viewed as a parameter that flattens out the link functions in Figure 1 as it
gets larger. This is just one of several different types of error story that could be used, and Wilcox
[2008a] provides a masterful review of the implications of the alternatives.7
There is one other important error specification, due originally to Fechner [1860] and
popularized by Becker, DeGroot and Marschak [1963] and Hey and Orme [1994]. This error
specification posits the latent index
LEU = (EUR - EUL)/: (3“)
instead of (3), (3') or (3O). In our analyses we default to the use of the Fechner specification, but
recognize that we need to learn a great deal more about how these stochastic error specifications
interact with substantive inferences (e.g., Loomes [2005], Wilcox [2008a][2008b], Harrison and
Rutström [2008; §2.3]).
Panel B of Table 1 illustrates the effect of incorporating a Fechner error story into the basic
EUT specification of Panel A. There is virtually no change in the point estimate of risk attitudes, but
a slight widening of the confidence interval.
Panel C illustrates the effects of allowing for observable individual characteristics in this
structural model. The core coefficients r and : are each specified as a linear function of several
characteristics. The heterogeneity of the error specification : is akin to allowing for
heteroskedasticity, but it is important not to confuse the structural error parameter : from the
sampling errors associated with parameter estimates. We observe that the effect of sex remains
8 Camerer [2005; p.130] provides a useful reminder that “Any economics teacher who uses the St. Petersburg
paradox as a “proof” that utility is concave (and gives students a low grade for not agreeing) is confusing the sufficiency
of an explanation for its necessity.”
9 Of course, many others recognized the basic point that the distribution of outcomes mattered for choice in
some holistic sense. Allais [1979; p.54] was quite clear about this, in a translation of his original 1952 article in French. In
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statistically significant, now that we include some potential confounds. We also see an effect from
being Hispanic, associated with an increase in risk aversion. Although barely statistically significant,
with a p-value of 0.103, every extra year is associated with the subject being less risk averse by 0.030
in CRRA terms. Figure 2 displays the distribution of predicted risk attitudes from the model
estimated in Panel C of Table 1. The average of this distribution is 0.76, close to the point estimate
from Panel B, of course. 
It is a simple matter to specify different choice models, and this is perhaps the main
advantage to estimation of structural models since non-EUT choice models tend to be positively
correlated with additional structural parameters. We now consider extensions to such non-EUT
models.
2. Probability Weighting and Rank-Dependent Utility
One route of departure from EUT has been to allow preferences to depend on the rank of
the final outcome through probability weighting. The idea that one could use non-linear
transformations of the probabilities as a lottery when weighting outcomes, instead of non-linear
transformations of the outcome into utility, was most sharply presented by Yaari [1987]. To illustrate
the point clearly, he assumed a linear utility function, in effect ruling out any risk aversion or risk
seeking from the shape of the utility function per se. Instead, concave (convex) probability weighting
functions would imply risk seeking (risk aversion).8 It was possible for a given decision maker to
have a probability weighting function with both concave and convex components, and the
conventional wisdom held that it was concave for smaller probabilities and convex for larger
probabilities.
The idea of rank-dependent preferences for choice over lotteries had two important
precursors.9 In economics Quiggin [1982] had formally presented the general case in which one
psychology, Birnbaum, Coffey, Mellors and Weiss [1992] provide extensive cites to “configural-weight” models that have
a close relationship to rank-dependent specifications. Similarly, it is easy to find citations to kindred work in psychology
in the 1960's and 1970's by Lichtenstein, Coombs, Payne and Birnbaum inter alia.
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allowed for subjective probability weighting in a rank-dependent manner and allowed non-linear
utility functions. This branch of the family tree of choice models has become known as Rank-
Dependent Utility (RDU). The Yaari [1987] model can be seen as a pedagogically important special
case, and can be called Rank-Dependent Expected Value (RDEV). The other precursor, in
psychology, is Lopes [1984]. Her concern was motivated by clear preferences that experimental
subjects exhibited for lotteries with the same expected value but alternative shapes of probabilities,
as well as the verbal protocols those subjects provided as a possible indicator of their latent decision
processes.
Formally, to calculate decision weights under RDU one replaces expected utility
EUi = 3k=1,K [ pk × uk ]. (2)
with RDU
RDUi = 3k=1, K [ wk × uk ]. (2')
where
wi = T(pi + ... + pn) - T(pi+1 + ... + pn) (6a)
for i=1,... , n-1, and
wi = T(pi) (6b)
for i=n, the subscript indicates outcomes ranked from worst to best, and where T(p) is some
probability weighting function.
Picking the right probability weighting function is obviously important for RDU
specifications. A weighting function proposed by Tversky and Kahneman [1992] has been widely
used. It is assumed to have well-behaved endpoints such that T(0)=0 and T(1)=1 and to imply
weights
T(p) = p(/[ p( + (1-p)( ]1/( (8)
for 0<p<1. The normal assumption, backed by a substantial amount of evidence reviewed by
Gonzalez and Wu [1999], is that 0<(<1. This gives the weighting function an “inverse S-shape,”
10 There are some well-known limitations of the probability weighting function (7). It does not allow
independent specification of location and curvature; it has a crossover-point at p=1/e=0.37 for (<1 and at p=1-
0.37=0.63 for (>1; and it is not increasing in p for small values of (. Prelec [1998] and Rieger and Wang [2006] offer
two-parameter probability weighting functions that exhibits more flexibility than (7), but for our expository purposes the
standard probability weighting function is adequate.
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characterized by a concave section signifying the overweighting of small probabilities up to a
crossover-point where T(p)=p, beyond which there is then a convex section signifying
underweighting. Under the RDU assumption about how these probability weights get converted into
decision weights, (<1 implies overweighting of extreme outcomes. Thus the probability associated
with an outcome does not directly inform one about the decision weight of that outcome. If  (>1
the function takes the less conventional “S-shape,” with convexity for smaller probabilities and
concavity for larger probabilities.10 Under RDU (>1 implies underweighting of extreme outcomes.
We again assume the CRRA functional form
U(x) = xD (1O)
for utility. The remainder of the econometric specification is the same as for the EUT model with
Fechner error :, generating
LRDU = (RDUR - RDUL)/: (3OO)
instead of (3“). The conditional log-likelihood, ignoring indifference, becomes
ln LRDU(D, (, :; y, X) =  3i l iRDU = 3i [(ln M(LRDU) * yi=1)+(ln (1-M(LRDU)) * yi=0) ] (5O)
and requires the estimation of D, ( and :.
For RDEV one replaces (2') with a specification that weights the prizes themselves, rather
than the utility of the prizes:
RDEVi = 3k=1,K [ wk × mk ] (2'')
where mk is the kth monetary prize. In effect, the RDEV specification is a special case of RDU with
the constraint D=1.
We illustrate the effects of allowing for probability weighting in Panel D of Table 1. When
we estimate the RDU model using these data and specification, we find virtually no evidence of
probability weighting. The estimate of ( is 0.986 with a 95% confidence interval between 0.971 and
1.002. The hypothesis that (=1, that there is no probability weighting, has a P2 value of 2.77 with 1
11 For example, dropping the Fechner error specification results in no noticeable change in D, but ( drops slight
to 0.93, with a 95% confidence interval between 0.88 and 0.97. The p-value on the hypothesis that (=1 drops to 0.0015,
so there is now statistically significant evidence of probability weighting, even if it is not quantitatively large.
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degree of freedom, implying a p-value of 0.096. The estimate of the curvature of the utility function,
given by D, is virtually the same as the estimate of that curvature under EUT in the comparable
specification in Panel B (D=0.763 and r=0.771). The effect of allowing for probability weighting is
therefore to make no significant change to estimates of the curvature of the utility function – we
should be careful here not to conceptually associate curvature of the utility function with risk aversion,
even if they have essentially the same empirical value in this case.
It is perhaps not surprising, given the precision of the estimate of D, that one can easily reject
the hypothesis that behavior is consistent with the RDEV model.  If one does impose the estimation
constraint D=1, the estimate of ( becomes 1.01, again indistinguishable from EUT.
Of course, these estimates do not support the general claim that probability weighting is
irrelevant. These are simply consistent estimates of a structural model given one set of (popular)
functional forms and one (large) set of observed responses to divers lottery choices. Changes in
either might affect estimates significantly.11
3. Loss Aversion and Sign-Dependent Utility
3.1 Original Prospect Theory
Kahneman and Tversky [1979] introduced the notion of sign-dependent preferences,
stressing the role of the reference point when evaluating lotteries. In various forms, as we will see,
Prospect Theory (PT) has become the most popular alternative to EUT. Original Prospect Theory
(OPT) departs from EUT in three major ways: (a) allowance for subjective probability weighting; (b)
allowance for a reference point defined over outcomes, and the use of different utility functions for
gains or losses; and (c) allowance for loss aversion, the notion that the disutility of losses weighs
more heavily than the utility of comparable gains.
The first step is probability weighting, of the form T(p) defined in (7), for example. One of
the central assumptions of OPT, differentiating it from later variants of PT, is that w(p) = T(p), so
12 The estimates of the coefficient obtained by Tversky and Kahneman [1992] fortuitously happened to be the
same for losses and gains, and many applications of PT assume that for convenience. The empirical methods of Tversky
and Kahneman [1992] are difficult to defend, however: they report median values of the estimates obtained after fitting
their model for each subject. The estimation for each subject is attractive if data permits, as magnificently demonstrated
by Hey and Orme [1994], but the median estimate has nothing to commend it statistically. Within psychology, Birnbaum
and Chavez [1997] also estimate at the level of the individual, but then report the median estimate for each parameter
over 100 subjects. Their estimation approach is actually maximum likelihood if the parameter h in their objective
function (20) is set to 0; in fact, it is set to 0.01 in the reported estimates, which effectively makes these maximum
likelihood estimates. Unfortunately their estimation procedure does not seem to generate standard errors.
13 Inequality constraints are handled by estimating a parameter that is some non-linear transform of the
parameter of interest, but that can vary between ±4 to allow gradient-based algorithms free rein. For example, to impose
a non-negativity constraint on some parameter 0 one would estimate the natural log of 0 as Z = ln(0). Estimates of Z are
returned by the maximum likelihood evaluator, and one can infer point estimates and standard errors for 0 using the
“delta method” (Oehlert [1992]). Harrison [2006] explains how one can extend the same logic to more general
constraints.
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that the transformed probabilities given by T(p) are directly used to evaluate prospective utility:
PUi = 3k=1, K [ Tk × uk ]. (2''')
The second step in OPT is to define a reference point so that one can identify outcomes as gains or
losses. Let the reference point be given by P for a given subject in a given round. Consistent with
the functional forms widely used in PT, we again use the CRRA functional form
u(m) = m" (1“)
when m $ P, and 
u(m) = -8[(-m)"] (1OO)
when m < P, and where 8 is the loss aversion parameter. We use the same exponent " for the utility
functions defined over gains and losses, even though the original statements of PT keep them
theoretically distinct. Köbberling and Wakker [2005; §7] point out that this constraint is needed to
identify the degree of loss aversion if one uses CRRA functional forms and does not want to make
other strong assumptions (e.g., that utility is measurable only on a ratio scale).12 Although 8 is free in
principle to be less than 1 or greater than 1, most PT analysts presume that 8$1, and we can either 
impose this as an estimating constraint13 if we believe dogmatically in that prior, or we can evaluate
it. For the moment, we assume that the reference point is provided by the experimenter-induced
frame of the task, and that 8 is unconstrained.
The reference point also influences the nature of subjective probability weighting assumed,
since different weights are often allowed for gains and losses. Thus we again assume
T(p) = p(/[ p( + (1-p)( ]1/( (7)
14 In other words, evaluating the PU of two lotteries, without having edited out dominated lotteries, might lead
to a dominated lottery having a higher PU. But if subjects always reject dominated lotteries, the choice would appear to
be an error to the likelihood function. Apart from searching for better parameters to explain this error, as the maximum
likelihood algorithm does as it tries to find parameter estimates that reduce any other prediction error, our specification
allows : to increase. We stress that this argument is not intended to rationalize the use of separable probability weights in
OPT, just to explain how a structural model with stochastic errors might account for the effects of stochastic dominance.
Wakker [1989] contains a careful account of the notion of transforming probabilities in a “natural way” but without
violating stochastic dominance.
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for gains, but estimate 
T(p) = pN/[ pN + (1-p)N ]1/N (7')
for losses. It is common in empirical applications to assume (=N, and we make this assumption as
well in our estimation examples for simplicity.
The remainder of the econometric specification is the same as for the EUT and RDU model.
The latent index can be defined in the same manner, and the conditional log-likelihood defined
comparably. Estimation of the core parameters ", 8, (, N and : is required.
The primary logical problem with OPT was that it implied violations of stochastic
dominance. Whenever (…1 or N…1, it is possible to find non-degenerate lotteries such that one
lottery would stochastically dominate the other, but would be assigned a lower PU. Examples arise
quickly when one recognizes that ((p1 + p2) … ((p1) + ((p2) for some p1 and p2. Kahneman and
Tversky [1979] dealt with this problem by assuming that evaluation using OPT only occurred after
dominated lotteries were eliminated. Our model of OPT does not contain such an editing phase, but
the stochastic error term : could be interpreted as a reduced form proxy for that editing process.14
3.2 Cumulative Prospect Theory
The notion of rank-dependant decision weights was incorporated into OPT by Starmer and
Sugden [1989], Luce and Fishburn [1991] and Tversky and Kahneman [1992]. Instead of implicitly
assuming that w(p) = T(p), it allowed w(p) to be defined as in the RDU specification (6a) and (6b).
The sign-dependence of subjective probability weighting in OPT, leading to the estimation of
different probability weighting functions (7) and (7') for gains and losses, is maintained in
Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT). Thus there is a separate decumulative function used for gains
15 One of the little secrets of CPT is that one must always have a probability weight for the residual outcome
associated with the reference point, and that the reference outcome receive a utility of 0 for both gains and losses. This
ensures that decision weights always add up to 1.
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and losses, but otherwise the logic is the same as for RDU.15
The estimation of a structural CPT model is illustrated with the same data used for EUT and
RDU. Here we allow the experimenter-induced frame to define what is a gain and a loss. Panels E
and F show maximum likelihood estimates of the simplified CPT model in which (=N. In one case
(Panel F) we impose the further constraint that "=$, for the theoretical reasons noted above.
Focusing on the unconstrained estimates in Panel E, we estimate a concave utility function over
gains ("<1), a convex utility function over losses ($<1), evidence of loss seeking (8<1) instead of
loss aversion, and mild evidence of probability weighting in the expected direction ((<1). The most
striking result here is that loss aversion does not leap out: most PT analysts have the estimate of 2.25
estimated by Tversky and Kahneman [1992] tattooed to their forearm, and some also to their
forehead. We return to this embarrassment in a moment.
The constrained estimates in Panel F are similar, but exhibit greater concavity in the gain
domain and implied convexity in the loss domain ("=0.447=$, compared to "=0.535 and $=0.930
from Panel E). The extent of loss seeking is mitigated slightly, but still there is no evidence of loss
aversion. It is noteworthy that the addition of the constraint "=$ reduced the log-likelihood value,
and indeed one can formally reject this hypothesis on empirical grounds using the estimates from
the unconstrained model in Panel E: the P2 statistic has a value of 31.9, so with 1 degree of freedom
the p-value on this test is less than 0.0001. On the other hand, there is a significant theoretical trade-
off if one maintains this difference between " and $, stressed by Köbberling and Wakker [2005; §7],
so this is not the sort of constraint that one should decide on purely empirical grounds.
3.3 Will the True Reference Point Please Stand Up?
It is essential to take a structural perspective when estimating CPT models. Estimates of the
loss aversion parameter depend intimately on the assumed reference point, as one would expect
since the latter determines what are to be viewed as losses. So if we have assumed the wrong
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reference point, we will not reliably estimate the degree of loss aversion. However, if we do not get
loss aversion leaping out at us when we make a natural assumption about the reference point, should
we infer that there is no loss aversion or that there is loss aversion and we just used the wrong
reference point? This question points to a key operational weakness of CPT: the need to specify
what the reference point is. Loss aversion may be present for some reference point, but if it is not
present for the one we used, and none others are “obviously” better, then should one keep searching
for some reference point that generates loss aversion? Without a convincing argument about the
correct reference point, and evidence for loss aversion conditional on that reference point, one
simply cannot claim that loss aversion is always present. This specification ambiguity is arguably less
severe in the lab, where one can frame tasks to try to induce a loss frame, but is a particularly serious
issue in the field.
Similarly, estimates of the nature of probability weighting vary with changes in reference
points, loss aversion parameters, and the concavity of the utility function, and vice versa. All of this is
to be expected from the CPT model, but necessitates joint econometric estimation of these
parameters if one is to be able to make consistent statements about behavior.
In many laboratory experiments it is simply assumed that the manner in which the task is
framed to the subject defines the reference point that the subject uses. Thus, if one tells the subject
that they have an endowment of $15 and that one lottery outcome is to have $8 taken from them,
then the frame might be appropriately assumed to be $15 and this outcome coded as a loss of $8.
But if the subject had been told, or expected, to earn only $5 from the experimental task, would this
be coded instead as a gain of $3? The subjectivity and contextual nature of the reference point has
been emphasized throughout by Kahneman and Tversky [1979], even though one often collapses it
to the experimenter-induced frame in evaluating laboratory experiments. This imprecision in the
reference point is not a criticism of PT, just a challenge to be careful assuming that it is always fixed
and deterministic (see Schmidt, Starmer and Sugden [2005], KÅszegi and Rabin [2005][2006] and
Andersen, Harrison and Rutström [2006]).
A corollary is that it might be a mistake to view loss aversion as a fixed parameter 8 that
16 The mean estimate from their sample was $31, but there were clear nodes at $15 and $30. Our experimental
sessions typically consist of several tasks, so expected earnings from the lottery task would have been some fraction of
these expectations over session earnings. No subject stated an expected earning below $7.
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does not vary with the context of the decision, ceteris paribus the reference point. This concern is
discussed by Novemsky and Kahneman [2005] and Camerer [2005; p.132, 133], and arises most
clearly in dynamic decision-making settings with path-dependent earnings.
To gauge the extent of the problem, we re-visit the estimation of a structural CPT model
using our laboratory data, but this time consider the effect of assuming different reference points
than the one induced by the task frame. Assume that the reference point is P, as in (1“) and (1OO)
above, but instead of setting P = $0, allow it to vary between $0 and $10 in increments of $0.10. The
results are displayed in Figure 3. The top left panel shows a trace of the log-likelihood value as the
reference point is increased, and reaches a maximum at $4.50. To properly interpret this value, note
that these estimates are made at the level of the individual choice in this task, and the subject was to
be paid for 3 of those choices. So the reference point for the overall task of 60 choices would be
$13.50 (=3 × $4.50). This is roughly consistent with the range of estimates of expected session
earnings elicited by Andersen, Harrison and Rutström [2006] for a sample drawn from the same
population.16
The other interesting part of Figure 3 is that the estimate of loss aversion increases steadily
as one increases the assumed reference point. At the maximum likelihood reference point of $4.50,
8 is estimated to be 2.72, with a standard error of 0.42 and a 95% confidence interval between 1.90
and 3.54. These estimates should allow PT analysts, wedded to the dogmatic prior that 8=2.25, to
avoid nightmares in their sleep. But they should then wake in a cold sweat. Was it the data that led
them to the conclusion that loss aversion was significant, or their priors that led them to the
empirical specification of reference points that simply rationalized their priors? At the very least, it is
premature to proclaim “three cheers” for loss aversion (Camerer [2005]).
4. Mixture Models and Multiple Decision Processes
4.1 Recognizing Multiple Decision Processes
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Since different models of choice behavior under uncertainty affect the characterization of
risk attitudes, it is of some important that we make some determination about which of these
models is to be adopted. One of the enduring contributions of behavioral economics is that we now
have a rich set of competing models of behavior in many settings, with EUT and PT as the two
front runners for choices under uncertainty. Debates over the validity of these models have often
been framed as a horse race, with the winning theory being declared on the basis of some statistical
test in which the theory is represented as a latent process explaining the data. In other words, we
seem to pick the best theory by “majority rule.” If one theory explains more of the data than another
theory, we declare it the better theory and discard the other one. In effect, after the race is over we
view the horse that “wins by a nose” as if it was the only horse in the race. The problem with this
approach is that it does not recognize the possibility that several behavioral latent processes may
coexist in a population. Recognizing that possibility has direct implications for the characterization
of risk attitudes in the population.
Ignoring this possibility can lead to erroneous conclusions about the domain of applicability
of each theory, and is likely an important reason for why the horse races pick different winners in
different domains. For purely statistical reasons, if we have a belief that there are two or more latent
population processes generating the observed sample, one can make more appropriate inferences if
the data are not forced to fit a specification that assumes one latent population process.
Heterogeneity in responses is well recognized as causing statistical problems in experimental
and non-experimental data. Nevertheless, allowing for heterogeneity in responses through standard
methods, such as fixed or random effects, is not helpful when we want to identify which people
behave according to what theory, and when. Heterogeneity can be partially recognized by collecting
information on observable characteristics and controlling for them in the statistical analysis. For
example, a given theory might allow some individuals to be more risk averse than others as a matter
of personal preference. But this approach only recognizes heterogeneity within a given theory. This may be
important for valid inferences about the ability of the theory to explain the data, but it does not
allow for heterogeneous theories to co-exist in the same sample.
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The approach to heterogeneity and the possibility of co-existing theories adopted by
Harrison and Rutström [2005] is to propose a “wedding” of the theories. They specify and estimate
a grand likelihood function that allows each theory to co-exist and have different weights, a so-called
mixture model. The data can then identify what support each theory has. The wedding is
consummated by the maximum likelihood estimates converging on probabilities that apportion non-
trivial weights to each theory.
Their results are striking: EUT and PT share the stage, in the sense that each accounts for
roughly 50% of the observed choices. Thus, to the extent that EUT and PT imply different things
about how one measures risk aversion, and the role of the utility function as against other
constructs, assuming that the data is generated by one or the other model can lead to erroneous
conclusions. The fact that the mixture probability is estimated with some precision, and that one can
reject the null hypothesis that it is either 0 or 1, also indicates that one cannot claim that the equal
weight to these models is due to chance.
Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2008a] apply the same notion of mixture models to
consider the possibility that discounting behavior in experiments is characterized by a combination
of exponential and hyperbolic specifications. They find that the exponential model accounts for
roughly 72% of the observed choices, but that one cannot reject the hypothesis that both processes
were operating. That is, even if the exponential model “wins” in the sense that 72% is greater than
50%, the correct specification includes both processes.
The main methodological lesson from these exercise is that one should not rush to declare
one or other model as a winner in all settings. One would expect that the weight attached to EUT or
the exponential model of discounting would vary across task domains, just as it can be shown to
vary across observable socio-economics characteristics of individual decision makers.
4.2 Implications for the Interpretation of Process Data
An important tradition in psychology uses data on the processes of decision to discriminate
between models. The earliest traditions no doubt stem from casual introspection, but formal
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developments include the use of verbal protocols advocated by Ericsson and Simon [1993]. Apart
from the assumption that the collection of process data does not affect the process used, inference
using process data would seem to require that some a priori restriction be placed on the decision-
making processes admitted.
For example, Johnson, Schulte-Mecklenbeck and Willemsen [2007] present evidence that
subjects in lottery choice settings evaluate tradeoffs between probabilities and prizes as they roll their
mouse around a screen to gather up these crumbs of data on a lottery. This may be of some value in
suggesting that models that rule out such tradeoffs, such as the priority heuristic of Brandstätter,
Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006], do not explain all of the data. But they do not rule out the notion
that such heuristics play a role after some initial phase in which subjects determine if the expected
value of one lottery vastly exceeds the other, as Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006;
p.425ff.] allow in an important qualification (see §6 below for more details on the priority heuristic).
Nor does it allow one to rule out hypotheses that models such as the priority heuristic might be used
by a given subject in mixtures with more traditional models, such as EUT.
Since we stress the interpretation of formal models in terms of latent processes, we would
never want to discard data that purports to reflect that process. But the assumptions needed to make
those connections are, as yet, heroic and speculative, as some of the wilder claims of the
neuroeconomics literature demonstrate all too well.
4.3 Comparing Latent Process Models
Whenever one considers two non-nested models, readers expect to see some comparative
measures of goodness of fit. Common measures include R2, pseudo-R2, a “hit ratio,” some other
scalar appropriate for choice models (e.g., Hosmer and Lemeshow [2000; ch.5]), and formal
likelihood-ratio tests of one model against another (e.g., Cox [1961][1962] or Vuong [1989]). From
the perspective adopted here, the interpretation of these tests suffers from the problem of implicitly
assuming just one data-generating process. In effect, the mixture model provides a built-in
comparative measure of goodness of fit – the mixture probability itself. If this probability is close to
17  This possible ambiguity is viewed as an undesirable feature of the test by some, but not when the test is
viewed as one of an armada of possible model specification tests rather than as a model selection tests. See Pollak and Wales
[1991; p. 227ff.] and Davidson and MacKinnon [1993; p. 384] for clear discussions of these differences.
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0 or 1 by standard tests, one of the models is effectively rejected, in favor of the hypothesis that
there is just one data-generating process.
In fact, if one traces back through the literature on non-nested hypothesis tests, these points
are “well known.” That literature is generally held to have been started formally by Cox [1961], who
proposed a test statistic that generalized the usual likelihood ratio test (LRT). His test compares the
difference between the actual LRT of the two models with the expected LRT, suitably normalized by
the variance of that difference, under the hypothesis that one of the models is the true data-
generating process. The statistic is applied symmetrically to both models, in the sense that each takes
a turn at being the true model, and leads to one of four conclusions: one model is the true model,
the other model is the true model, neither model is true, or both models are true.17
However, what is often missed is that Cox [1962; p.407] briefly, but explicitly, proposed a
multiplicative mixture model as an “alternative important method of tackling these problems.” He
noted that this “procedure has the major advantage of leading to an estimation procedure as well as
to a significance test. Usually, however, the calculations will be very complicated.” Given the
computational limitations of the day, he efficiently did not pursue the mixture model approach
further.
The next step in the statistical literature was the development by Atkinson [1970] of the
suggestion of Cox. The main problem with this exposition, noted by virtually every commentator in
the ensuing discussion, was the interpretation of the mixing parameter. Atkinson [1970; p.324]
focused on testing the hypothesis that this parameter equaled ½, “which implies that both models fit
the data equally well, or equally badly.” There is a colloquial sense in which this is a correct
interpretation, but it can easily lead to confusion if one maintains the hypothesis that there is only
one true data generating process, as the commentators do. In that case one is indeed confusing
model specification tests with model selection tests. If instead the possibility that there are two data
18 Of course, as noted earlier, there are several possible interpretations in terms of mixtures occurring at the
level of the observation (lottery choice) or the unit of observation (the subject or task). Quandt [1974] and Pesaran
[1981] discuss problems with the multiplicative mixture specification from the perspective of the data being generated by
a single process.
19 These constraints were even binding on methodology as recently as Pollak and Wales [1991]. They note
(p.228) that “If we could estimate the composite {the mixture specification proposed by Atkinson [1970] and Quandt
[1974]}, then we could use the standard likelihood ratio test procedure to compare the two hypotheses with the
composite and there would no reason to focus on choosing between the two hypotheses without the option of rejecting
them both in favor of the composite. Thus, the model selection problem arises only when one cannot estimate the
composite.” They later discuss the estimation problems in their extended example, primarily deriving from the highly
non-linear functional form (p.232). As a result, they devise an ingenious method for ranking the alternative models under
the maintained assumption that one cannot estimate the composite (p.230).
20 Some have criticized the Vuong test because the null hypothesis is often logically impossible, but it can also
be interpreted as the hypothesis that one cannot say which model is correct.
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generating processes is allowed, then natural interpretations of tests of this kind arise.18
Computational constraints again restricted Atkinson [1970] to deriving results for tractable special
cases.19
This idea was more completely developed by Quandt [1974] in the additive mixture form we
use. He did, however, add a seemingly strange comment that “The resulting pdf is formally identical
with the pdf of a random variable produced by a mixture of two distributions. It is stressed that this
is a formal similarity only.” (p.93/4) His point again derives from the tacit assumption that there is
only one data generating process rather than two (or more). From the former perspective, he
proposes viewing corner values of the mixture probability as evidence that one or other model is the
true model, but to view interior values as evidence that some unknown model is actually used and
that a mixture of the two proposed models just happens to provide a better approximation to that
unknown, true model. But if we adopt the perspective that there are two possible data generating
processes, the use and interpretation of the mixing probability estimate is direct.
Perhaps the most popular modern variant of the generalized LRT approach of Cox
[1961][1962] is due to Vuong [1989]. He proposes the null hypothesis that both models are the true
models, and then allows two one-sided alternative hypotheses.20 The statistic he derives takes
observation-specific ratios of the likelihoods under each model, so that in our case the ratio for
observation i is the likelihood of observation i under EUT divided by the likelihood of observation i
under PT. It then calculates the log of these ratios, and tests whether the expected value of these
log-ratios over the sample is zero. Under reasonably general conditions a normalized version of this
21 Clarke [2003] proposes a non-parametric sign test be applied to the sample of ratios. Clarke [2007]
demonstrates that when the distribution of the log of the likelihood ratios is normally distributed that the Vuong test is
better in terms of asymptotic efficiency. But if this distribution exhibits sharp peaks, in the sense that it is mesokurtic,
then the non-parametric version is better. The likelihood ratios we are dealing with have the latter shape.
22  The test statistic has a value of -10.33. There are often additional corrections for degrees of freedom, using
one or other “information criteria” to penalize models with more parameters (in our case, the PT model). We do not
accept the underlying premiss of these corrections, that smaller models are better, and do not make these corrections.
The results reported below would be the same if we did.
23 In economics the only exceptions are lexicographic models, although one might view the criteria at each stage
as being contemplated simultaneously. For example, Rubinstein [1988] and Leland [1994] consider the use of similarity
relations in conjunction with “some other criteria” if the similarity relation does not recommend a choice. In fact,
Rubinstein [1988] and Leland [1994] reverse the sequential order in which the two criteria are applied, indicating some
sense of uncertainty about the strict sequencing of the application of criteria. Similarly, the original prospect theory of
Kahneman and Tversky [1979] considered an “editing stage” to be followed by an “evaluation stage,” although the
former appears to have been edited out of later variants of prospect theory.
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statistic is distributed according to the standard normal, allowing test criteria to be developed.21 
Thus the resulting statistic typically provides evidence in favor of one of the models which may or
may not be statistically significant.
Applying the Vuong test to the EUT and PT models estimated independently by Harrison
and Rutström [2005; Table 1], we would conclude that there is overwhelming evidence in favor of
the PT model.22 However, when we use the Vuong test of the PT-only model against the mixture
model, the test statistic favors the mixture model; the test statistic is -0.56, with a p-value of 0.71 that
the PT-only model is not the better model. The inferences that one draws from these test statistics
therefore depend critically on the perspective adopted with respect to the data generating process. If
we look for a single data generating process in our case, then PT dominates EUT. But if one allows
the data to be generated by either model, the evidence is mixed – if one excuses the pun, and
correctly interprets that as saying that both models receive roughly the same support. Thus one would
be led to the wrong qualitative conclusion if the non-nested hypothesis tests had been mechanically applied.
5. Dual Criteria Models from Psychology
The prevailing approach of economists to this problem is to assume a single criterion,
whether it reflects standard EUT, RDU, or PT. In each case the risky prospect is reduced to some
scalar, representing the preferences, framing and budget constraints of the decision-maker, and then
that scalar is used to rank alternatives.23
24 Quite apart from the model from psychology evaluated here, there is a large literature in psychology
referenced by Starmer [2000] and Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006]. Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström
[2006] review the various models in other disciplines.
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Many other disciplines assume the use of decision-making models with multiple criteria.24 In
some cases these models can be reduced to a single criterion framework, and represent a recognition
that there may be many attributes or arguments of that criteria. And in some cases these criteria do
not lead to crisp scalars derivable by formulae.  But often one encounters decision rules which
provide different metrics for evaluating what to do, or else one encounters frustration that it is not
possible to encapsulate all aspects of a decision into one of the popular single-criteria models.
An alternative decision rule is provided by the SP/A model of Lopes [1995]. This model
departs from EUT, RDU and PT in one major respect: it is a dual criteria model. Each of the single
criteria models, even if they have a number of components to their evaluation stage, boil down to a
scalar index for each lottery such as (2), (2') and (2''). The SP/A model instead explicitly posits two
distinct but simultaneous ways in which the same subject might evaluate a given lottery. One is the
SP part, for a process that weights the “security” and “potential” of the lottery in ways that are
similar to RDEV. The other is the A part, which focuses on the “aspirations” of the decision-maker.
In many settings these two parts appear to be in conflict, which means that one must be precise as
to how that conflict is resolved. We discuss each part, and then how the two parts may be jointly
estimated.
5.1 The “SP” Criteria
Although motivated differently, the SP criteria is formally identical to the RDEV criteria
reviewed earlier. The decision weights in SP/A theory derive from a process by which the decision-
maker balances the security and potential of a lottery. On average, the evidence collected from
experiments, such as those described in Lopes [1984], seems to suggest that an inverted-S shape
familiar from PT
... represents the weighting pattern of the average decision maker. The function is
security-minded for low outcomes (i.e., proportionally more attention is devoted to
worse outcomes than to moderate outcomes) but there is some overweighting (extra
25 Lopes and Oden [1999; equation (10), p.290] propose an alternative function which would provide a close
approximation to (7). Their function is a weighted average of a convex and concave function, which allows them to
interpret the average inverted S-pattern in terms of a weighted mixture of security-minded subjects and potential-minded
subjects.
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attention) given to the very best outcomes. A person displaying the cautiously
hopeful pattern would be basically security-minded but would consider potential
when security differences were small. (Lopes [1995; p.186])
The upshot is that the probability weighting function 
T(p) = p(/[ p( + (1-p)( ]1/( (7)
from RDU would be employed by the average subject, with the expectation that (<1.25 However,
there is no presumption that any individual subject follow this pattern. Most presentations of the
SP/A model assume that subjects use a linear utility function, but this is a convenience more than
anything else. Lopes and Oden [1999; p.290] argue that
Most theorists assume that [utility] is linear without asking whether the monetary
range under consideration is wide enough for nonlinearity to be manifest in the data.
We believe that [utility] probably does have mild concavity that might be manifest in
some cases (as, for example, when someone is considering the huge payouts in state
lotteries). But for narrower ranges, we prefer to ignore concavity and let the
decumulative weighting function carry the theoretical load.
So the SP part of the SP/A model collapses to be the same as RDU, although the interpretation of
the probability weighting function and decision weights is quite different. The restriction to the
RDEV model can then be tested empirically, depending on the domain of the tasks used for
estimation. Thus we obtain the likelihood of the observed choices conditional on the SP criteria
being used to explain them; the same latent index (5) is constructed, and the likelihood is then (6) as
with RDU. The typical element of that log-likelihood for observation i can be denoted l iSP.
5.2 The “A” Criteria
The aspiration part of the SP/A model collapses the indicator of the value of each lottery
down to an expression showing the extent to which it satisfies the aspiration level of the contestant.
This criterion is sign-dependent in the sense that it defines a threshold for each lottery: if the lottery
exceeds that threshold, the subject is more likely to choose it. If there are up to K prizes, then this
indicator is given by
26  It also helps that this function can be evaluated as an intrinsic function in advanced statistical packages such
as Stata.
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Ai = 3k=1, K [ 0k × pk ] (7)
where 0k is a number that reflects the degree to which prize mk satisfies the aspiration level.
Although Oden and Lopes [1997] advance an alternative interpretation using fuzzy set theory, so
that 0k measures the degree of membership in the set of prizes that are aspired to, we can view this
as simply a probability. It could be viewed as a crisp, binary threshold for the individual subject,
which is consistent with it being modelled as a smooth, probabilistic threshold for a sample of
subjects, as here.
This concept of aspiration levels is close to the notion of a threshold income level debated
by Camerer, Babcock, Loewenstein and Thaler [1997] and Farber [2005]. The concept is also
reminiscent of the “safety first” principle proposed by Roy [1952][1956] and the “confidence limit
criterion” of Baumol [1963], although in each case these are presented as extensions of an expected
utility criteria rather than as alternatives.
The implication of (8) is that one has to estimate some function mapping prizes into
probabilities, to reflect the aspirations of the decision-maker. We use an extremely flexible function
for this, the cumulative non-central Beta distribution defined by Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan
[1995]. This function has three parameters, P, > and R. We employ a flexible form simply because
we have no a priori restrictions on the shape of this function, other than those of a cumulative
density function, and in the absence of theoretical guidance prefer to let the data determine these
values.26 We want to allow it to be a step function, in case the average decision-maker has some crisp
focal point such as £25,000, but the function should then determine the value of the focal point
(hence the need for a non-central distribution, given by the parameter R). But we also want to allow
it to have an inverted S-shape in the same sense that a logistic curve might, or to be convex or
concave over the entire domain (hence the two parameters P and >).
Once we have values for 0k it is a simple matter to evaluate Ai using (8). We then construct
the likelihood of the data assuming that this criteria was used to explain the observed choices. The
27 Lopes and Oden [1999; equation 16, p.302] offer a multiplicative form which has the same implication of
creating one unitary index of the relative attractiveness of one lottery over another.
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likelihood, conditional on the A criterion being the one used by the decision maker, and our
functional form for 0k, depends on the estimates P, >, R and : given the above specification and the
observed choices. The conditional log-likelihood is
ln LA(P, >, R, :; y) = 3i l iA = 3i [ (ln G(LA) * yi=1) + (ln (1-G(LA)) * yi=0) ] (9)
in the usual manner.
5.3 Combining the Two Criteria
There is a deliberate ambiguity in the manner in which the SP and A criteria are to be
combined to predict a specific choice. One reason is a desire to be able to explain evidence of
intransitivities, which figures prominently in the psychological literature on choice (e.g., Tversky
[1969]). Another reason is the desire to allow context to drive the manner in which the two criteria
are combined, to reconcile the model of the choice process with evidence from verbal protocols of
decision makers in different contexts. Lopes [1995; p.214] notes the SP/A model can be viewed as a
function F of the two criteria, SP and A, and that it
... combines two inputs that are logically and mathematically distinct, much as Allais
[1979] proposed long ago. Because SP and A provide conceptually independent
assessments of a gamble’s attractiveness, one possibility is that F is a weighted
average in which the relative weights assigned to SP and A reflect their relative
importance in the current decision environment. Another possibility is that F is
multiplicative. In either version, however, F would yield a unitary value for each
gamble, in which case SP/A would be unable to predict the sorts of intransitivities
demonstrated by Tversky [1969] and others.
These proposals involve creating a unitary index of the relative attractiveness of one lottery over
another, of the form
LSP/A = [2 × LSP] +  [(1-2) × LA] (10)
for example, where 2 is some weighting constant that might be assumed or estimated.27  This scalar
measure might then be converted into a cumulative probability G(LSP/A) = M(LSP/A) and a
likelihood function defined.
A more natural formulation is provided by thinking of the SP/A model as a mixture of two
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distinct latent, data-generating processes. If we let BSP denote the probability that the SP process is
correct, and BA = (1-BSP) denote the probability that the A process is correct, the grand likelihood of
the SP/A process as a whole can be written as the probability weighted average of the conditional
likelihoods. Thus the likelihood for the overall SP/A model is defined as
ln L(D, (, P, >, R, :, BSP; y, X) = 3i ln [ (BSP × l iSP ) + (BA × l iA ) ]. (11)
This log-likelihood can be maximized to find estimates of the parameters of each latent process, as
well as the mixing probability BSP. The literal interpretation of the mixing probabilities is at the level
of the observation, which in this instance is the choice between saying “Deal” or “No Deal” to a
bank offer. In the case of the SP/A model this is a natural interpretation, reflecting two latent
psychological processes for a given contestant and decision.
This approach assumes that any one observation can be generated by both criteria, although
it admits of extremes in which one or other criteria wholly generates the observation. One could
alternatively define a grand likelihood in which observations or subjects are classified as following
one criteria or the other on the basis of the latent probabilities BSP and BA. El-Gamal and Grether
[1995] illustrate this approach in the context of identifying behavioral strategies in Bayesian updating
experiments. In the case of the SP/A model, it is natural to view the tension between the criteria as
reflecting the decisions of a given individual for a given task. Thus we do not believe it would be
consistent with the SP/A model to categorize choices as wholly driven either by SP or A.
These priors also imply that we prefer not to use mixture specifications in which subjects are
categorized as completely SP or A. It is possible to rewrite the grand likelihood (11) such that B iSP =
1 and B iA = 0 if l iSP > l iA, and  B iSP = 0 and B iA = 1 if l iSP < l iA, where the subscript i now refers to
the individual subject. The general problem with this specification is that it assumes that there is no
effect on the probability of SP and A from task domain. We do not want to impose that assumption,
even for a relatively homogenous task design such as ours.
5.4 Applications
Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2006] apply this specification of the SP/A model to
observed behavior in the natural game-show experiments Deal Or No Deal (DOND). That game
28 Appendix C is available in the working paper version, Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2007],
available online at http://www.bus.ucf.edu/wp/.
29 The screen shots provided in the instructions and computer interface were much larger, and easier to read.
Post, van den Assem, Baltussen and Thaler [2006] also conducted laboratory experiments patterned on DOND. They
used instructions which were literally taken from the instructions given to participants in the Dutch DOND game show,
with some introductory text from the experimenters explaining the exchange rate between the experimental game show
earnings and take home payoffs. Their approach has the advantage of using the wording of instructions used in the field.
Our objective was to implement a laboratory experiment based on the DOND task, and clearly referencing it as a natural
counterpart to the lab experiment. But we wanted to use instructions which we had complete control over. We wanted
subjects to know exactly what bank offer function was going to be used. In our view the two types of DOND laboratory
experiments complement each other, in the same sense in which lab experiments, field experiments and natural
experiments are complementary (see Harrison and List [2004]).
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show involves dramatically skewed distributions of prizes, and large stakes. It also involves
fascinating issues of modeling dynamic sequences of choices, reviewed in detail by Andersen,
Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2008b]. Using data from 461 contestants on the British version of the
show, with prizes ranging from 1p up to £250,000, they find that the weight given to the SP
criterion is 0.35, with a 95% confidence interval between 0.30 and 0.40. Thus subjects give greater
weight to the A criterion, but there is clear evidence that both are employed: the p-value on the
hypothesis that the weight on the SP criterion is 0 is less than 0.0001. They also report evidence of
concave utility, and modest levels of probability weighting in the predicted direction.
We implemented laboratory versions of the DOND game, to complement the natural
experimental data from the game shows. The instructions are reproduced in Appendix C.28 They
were provided by hand and read out to subjects to ensure that every subject took some time to
digest them. As far as possible, they rely on screen shots of the software interface that the subjects
were to use to enter their choices. The opening page for the common practice session in the lab,
shown in Figure 4, provides the subject with basic information about the task before them, such as
how many boxes there were in all and how many boxes needed to be opened in any round.29 In the
default setup the subject was given the same frame as in the Australian and US versions of this game
show: this has more prizes (26 instead of 22) and more rounds (9 instead of 6) than the UK version
After clicking on the “Begin” box, the lab subject was given the main interface, shown in
Figure 5. This provided the basic information for the DOND task. The presentation of prizes was
patterned after the displays used on the actual game shows. The prizes are shown in the same
nominal denomination as the Australian daytime game show, and the subject told that an exchange
rate of 1000:1 would be used to convert earnings in the DOND task into cash payments at the end
30 We also implemented a version that reflected the specific format in the UK game show. A subject that
participated in the UK treatment would have been given the instructions for the baseline summarized above. They would
then play that game out hypothetically as a practice, to become familiar with the task. Then they were presented with
instructions for the real task, where the screens referred to are shown in Appendix C. In the baseline experiments the real
task was the same as the practice task, and subjects simply told that. Thus, every subject went through the same
hypothetical baseline trainer, and some subjects then played it again for real earnings while other subjects played the UK
version instead for real earnings.
31 Virtually all subjects indicated that they had seen the US version of the game show, which was a major ratings
hit on network television in 5 episodes screened daily at prime-time just prior to Christmas in 2005. Our experiments
were conducted about a month after the return of the show in the US, following the 2006 Olympic Games.
32 Of this lab sample, 89 participated in the baseline experiments using the Australian and US formats, and 36
participated in the UK version.
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of the session. Thus the top cash prize the subject could earn was $200 in this version.
The subject was asked to click on a box to select “his box,” and then round 1 began. In the
instructions we illustrated a subject picking box #26, and then 6 boxes, so that at the end of round 1
he was presented with a deal from the banker, shown in Figure 6. The prizes that had been opened
in round 1 were “shaded” on the display, just as they are in the game show display. The subject is
then asked to accept $4,000 or continue. When the game ends the DOND task earnings are
converted to cash using the exchange rate, and the experimenter prompted to come over and record
those earnings. Each subject played at their own pace after the instructions were read aloud.
One important feature of the experimental instructions was to explain how bank offers
would be made. The instructions explained the concept of the expected value of unopened prizes,
using several worked numerical examples in simple cases. Then subjects were told that the bank
offer would be a fraction of that expected value, with the fractions increasing over the rounds as
displayed in Figure 7. This display was generated from Australian game show data available at the
time. We literally used the parameters defining the function shown in Figure 7 when calculating
offers in the experiment, and then rounding to the nearest dollar.30
The subjects for our laboratory experiments were recruited from the general student
population of the University of Central Florida in 2006.31 We have information on 870 choices made
by 125 subjects.32
Table 3 and Figure 8 display the maximum likelihood estimates obtained using the SP/A
model and these laboratory responses. We find evidence of significant probability weighting in the
lab environment, although we cannot reject the hypothesis that there is no concavity over outcomes
in the utility function component of the SP criteria. That is, in contrast to the field game show
33 Andersen, Harrison and Rutström [2006] provide evidence that subjects drawn from this population come to
a laboratory session with some positive expected earnings, quite apart from the show-up fee. Their estimates are
generally not as high as $100, but those expectations were elicited before the subjects knew anything about the prizes in
the task they were to participate in. Our estimates of the aspiration levels in DOND are based on behavior that is fully
informed about those prizes.
34 Some would seek to elevate this practice to define what economics is: see Gul and Pesendorfer [2007]. This is
simply historically inaccurate and unproductive, quite apart from the debate over the usefulness of “neuroeconomics”
that prompted it.
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environment with huge stakes, it appears that one can use a RDEV specification instead of RDU
specification for lab responses. This is again consistent with the conjecture of Lopes and Oden
[1999; p.290] about the role of stakes in terms of the concavity of utility.
Apart from the lack of significant concavity in the utility function component of the model,
the lab behavior differs in a more fundamental manner: aspiration levels dominate utility evaluations
in the SP/A model. We estimate the weight on the SP component, BSP, to be only 0.071, with a 95%
confidence interval between 0 and 0.172 and a p-value of 0.16. Moreover, the aspiration level is
sharply defined just above $100: there is virtually no weight placed on prizes below $100 when
defining the aspiration level, but prizes of $125 or above get equal weight. These aspiration levels
may have been driven by the subjects (correctly) viewing the lowest prizes as zero, and the highest
prize as $200 or $250, depending on the version, and just setting their aspiration level to ½ of the
maximum prize.33
6. The Priority Heuristic
One of the valuable contributions of psychology is the focus on the process of decision-
making. Economists have tended to focus on the characterization of properties of equilibria, and
neglected the connection to explicit or implicit processes that might bring these about. Of course,
this was not always so, as the correspondence principle of Samuelson [1947] dramatically illustrated.
But it has become a common methodological difference in practice.34 Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and
Hertwig [2006] illustrate the extreme alternative, a process model that is amazingly simple and that
apparently explains a lot of data. Their “priority heuristic” is therefore a useful case study in the
statistical issues considered here, and the role of a maximum likelihood estimation framework
applied to a structural model.
35 Of course, there are many such heuristics from psychology and the judgement and decision-making literature,
noted explicitly by Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006; Table 3, p.417]. These are reviewed in detail in
Thorngate [1980] and Payne, Bettman and Johnson [1993].
36 It is notable that the list of opponents arrayed in the dramatic Figures 1 through 5 of Brandstätter,
Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006] do not include EUT with some simple CRRA specification (1) and modest amounts of
risk aversion, or even simple EV maximization.
37 Birnbaum [2007] also argues that the data used by Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006] was selective.
Unfortunately, most of the data he would like to have included is hypothetical (e.g., Birnbaum and Navarrete [1998]) or
effectively hypothetical. In some cases data is collected from hundreds of subjects recruited to participate on internet
experiments, who were informed that 3 of them (3 out of how many?) would get to play one of their choices for real
(e.g., Birnbaum [2004a][2006]). One might argue that much of the data originally used to test the priority heuristic was
hypothetical, but one cannot mitigate such problems by just having more such data.
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The priority heuristic proposes that subjects evaluate binary choices using a sequence of
rules, applied lexicographically. For the case of two non-negative outcomes, the heuristic is:
• If one lottery has a minimum gain that is larger than the minimum gain of the other lottery
by T% or more of the maximum possible gain, pick it.
• Otherwise, if one lottery has a probability of the minimum gain that is f percentage points
better than the other, pick it.
• Otherwise, pick the lottery with the maximum gain.
The parameters T and f are each set to 10, based on arguments (p. 412ff.) about “cultural
prominence.” The heuristic has a simple extension to consider the probability of the maximum gain
when there are more than two outcomes per lottery.
The key feature of this heuristic is that it completely eschews the notion of trading off the
utility of prizes and their probabilities.35 This is a bold departure from the traditions embodied in
EUT, RDU, PT, and even SP/A theory. What is striking, then, is that it appears to blow every other
theory out of the water when applied to every conceivable decision problem. It explains the Allais
Paradox, it explains the Reflection Effect, it explains the Certainty Effect, it explains the Fourfold
Pattern, it explains Intransitivities, and it even predicts choices in “diverse sets of choice problems”
better than a very long list of 90-pound weakling opponents.36 One is tempted to ask, in the spirit of
marketing slogans, if the priority heuristic also “slices and dices.”
However, there are three problems with the evidence for the priority heuristic.37
First, one must be extraordinarily careful of claims about “well known stylized facts” about
choice, since the behavioral economics literature has become somewhat untethered from the facts in
this regard. Simply consider ground zero, the Allais Paradox. It is now well documented that
38 It may be well documented, but it is apparently not well known. Birnbaum [2004a] provides a comprehensive
review of his own experimental studies of the Allais common consequence paradoxes, does not mention any of the
studies referenced here, and then claims as a general matter than using real, credible payments does not affect behavior
(p.105).
39 Another concern with many of these stylized examples is that they are conducted on a between-subjects
basis, and rely on comparable choices in two pairs of lotteries. Thus one must account for the presumed heterogeneity in
risk attitudes when evaluating the statistical power of claims that EUT is rejected. Loomes and Sugden [1998] and
Harrison, Johnson, McInnes and Rutström [2007] pay attention to this issue in different ways in their designs.
40 There is a folklore joke about how psychologists treat their models the way economists treat their
toothbrush: everyone has their own. In this case it seems as though an old, discarded toothbrush is getting passed around
to brush data set after data set.
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experimental subjects simply do not fall prey to the Allais Paradox like decision-making lemmings
when one presents the task for real payments and drops the word “millions” after the prize amount:
see Conlisk [1989], Harrison [1994], Burke, Carter, Gominiak and Ohl [1996] and Fan [2002].38
Subjects appear to crank out the EV when given real tasks to perform, and the vast majority behave
consistently with EUT as a result.39 This is not to claim that all anomalies or stylized facts are untrue,
but there is a casual tendency in the behavioral economics literature to repeatedly assume stylized
facts that are simply incorrect. Thus, to return to the Allais Paradox, if the priority heuristic predicts
a violation, and in fact the data says otherwise for motivated subjects, doesn’t this count directly as
evidence against the priority heuristic?
The second problem with the evaluation of the performance of the priority heuristic against
alternative models is that the parameters of those models, when the model relies on parameters, are
taken from studies of different subjects and choice tasks. It is as if the CRRA of an EUT model
from an Iowa farmer making fertilizer choices had been applied to the portfolio choices of a
Manhatten investment banker. The naïve idea is that there is one, true set of parameters that define
the model, and that is the model for all time and all domains.40 This flies in the face of the default
assumption by economists, and not a few psychologists (e.g., Birnbaum [2007]), that individuals
might have different preferences over risk. It is notable that many applied researchers disregard that
presumption and build tests of theories that assume homogenous preferences, but at least they are
well aware that this is simply an auxiliary assumption made for tractability (e.g., Camerer and Ho
[1994; p.186]). In any event, in those instances the researcher at least estimates parameters afresh in
some maximum likelihood sense for the sample of interest.
It is a different matter to estimate parameters for a model from responses from a random
41 It is not obvious that this is the case, although it is apparent that this is the methodological intent. Birnbaum
and Navarrete [1998; p. 60] used undergraduates and hardcopy questionnaires, and subjects were asked to choose their
preferred gamble and state how much they would pay to receive the preferred gamble instead of the other gamble. The
parameters were estimated from data collected by Birnbaum and McIntosh [1996; p.98], also consisting of
undergraduates and hardcopy questionnaires. We can assume the undergraduates were from the same university. But the
experiments of Birnbaum and McIntosh [1996] had two treatments: in one case (N=106) the subjects were given the
same “choose and value” task as the subjects in Birnbaum and Navarrete [1998], but in the other case (N=48) the
subjects were asked to “rank the strength of their preference” for one gamble over another; presumably, the parameter
estimates only pertain to the first sample, since stimuli differed. In addition, the subjects in Birnbaum and McIntosh
[1996] were all recruited using extra credit from an Introductory Psychology class; presumably, although it is not stated,
the same was true of the subjects in Birnbaum and Navarrete [1998]. Finally, the gambles in Birnbaum and McIntosh
[1996] were all of a special form, in which each outcome had equal probability, but the gambles in Birnbaum and
Navarrete [1998] were more general. 
42 This example also illustrates the danger of using estimates from one structural model and applying them
casually to a different structural model. In this case the prospect theory parameters were held fixed and the best-fitting
“evaluation horizon” determined from data. But when one estimates these parameters from responses in controlled
experiments in which the evaluation horizon is varied as a treatment, they are not the same (Harrison and Rutström
[2008; Appendix E3]).
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sample from a given population, and then see if those parameters predict data from another random
sample from the same population. Although this tends not to be commonly done in economics, it is
different than assuming that parameters are universal constants. For example, Birnbaum and
Navarrete [1998; p.50] clearly seek to test model predictions “in the manner predicted in advance of
the experiment” using parameters from comparable samples. One must take care that the stimuli
and recruitment procedures match, of course, so that one is comparing apples to apples.41 We stress
that this issue is not peculiar to psychologists: behavioral economists have an embarrassing tendency
to just assume certain critical parameters casually, relying inordinately on the illustrative estimates of
Tversky and Kahneman [1992] as noted earlier. For one celebrated example, consider Benartzi and
Thaler [1995], who use laboratory-generated estimates from college students to calibrate a model of
the behavior of U.S. bond and stock investors. Such exercises are fine as “finger mathematics”
exemplars, but are no substitute for estimation on the comparable samples.42 In general, economists
tend to focus on in-sample comparisons of estimates from different models, although some have
considered the formal estimation issues that arise when one seeks to undertake out-of-sample
comparisons (Wilcox [2008a][2008b]). An example would be comparing behavior in one task
context to behavior in another task context, albeit a context that is comparable.
The third problem with the priority heuristic is the fundamental one from the present
perspective of thinking about models using a maximum likelihood approach: it predicts with
probability one or zero. So, surely, aren’t there some  interesting settings in which the heuristic must
43 In fact, there is a threshold o of the ratio of the expected values of the lotteries, above which the priority
heuristic is assumed not to apply, and where probabilities and prizes are traded off in the usual EUT manner assuming
risk neutrality (p. 425ff.). The parameter o is set to 2, but is apparently not applied in the main tests of the predictive
power of alternative theories in Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006; p.416ff]. With this modification, the priority
heuristic predicts that A might also be selected because of EUT heuristics for p#0.1972.
44 To see this follow carefully the explanation in Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006; p.418] of how the
vertical axis on their Figure 1 is created. There are 14 choice tasks being evaluated here. The priority heuristic predicted
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be completely wrong most or all the time? Indeed there are. Consider the comparison of lottery A in
which the subject gets $1.60 with probability p and $2.00 with probability 1-p, and lottery B in which
the subject gets $0.10 with probability p and $3.85 with probability 1-p. The priority heuristic picks
A every time, no matter how low p is.43 The minimum gain is $1.60 for A and $0.10 for B, and 10% of
$1.60 is $0.16, greater than $0.10.
At this point experimental economists are jumping up and down, waving their hands and
pointing to the data from a massive range of experiments initiated by Holt and Laury [2002] with
exactly these parameters. Their baseline experimental task presented subjects with an ordered list of
10 such choices, with p ranging from 0.1 to 1 in increments of 0.1. Refer to these prizes as their 1x
prizes, where the number indicates a scale factor applied to all prizes. Identical tasks are reported by
Holt and Laury [2002][2005] with 20x, 50x and 90x prizes, and by Harrison, Johnson, McInnes and
Rutström [2005] with 10x prizes. Although we will want to do much, much better than just look at
average choices, it is apparent from these data that the priority heuristic must be in trouble. Holt and
Laury [2005; Table 1, p. 903] report that the average number of choices of lottery A is 5.2, 5.3, 6.1
and 5.7 over hundreds of subjects facing the 1x task, 6.0 over 178 subjects facing the 10x task, and
6.7 over 216 subjects facing the 20x task, in all cases for real payments and with no order effects.
The predicted outcome for an EUT model assuming risk neutrality is for 4 choices of lottery A, and
a modest extension of EUT to allow small levels of risk aversion would explain 5 or 6 safe choices
quite well. In fact, using the CRRA utility function (1), any RRA between 0.15 and 0.41 would
predict 5 choices, and any RRA between 0.41 and 0.68 would predict 6 choices (Holt and Laury
[2002; Table 3, p.1649]).
But using the metric of evaluation of Brandstätter, Gigerenzer and Hertwig [2006] the
priority heuristic would predict behavior here perfectly as well! This is because they count a success
for a theory based on whether it predicts the majority choice correctly.44 In the 10 choices of the Holt
the majority choice in each of the 14 tasks, so it is given a predictive score of 100%. The “equiprobable” heuristic
predicted 10 out of 14 of the majority choices, so it is given a predictive score of 71.4% = (10÷14)×100. The predictive
accuracy measure is not calculated at the level of the individual choice, but instead using a summary statistic of those
choices. Rieger and Wang [2007; Figure 3] make essentially the same point, but do not suggest the preferred evaluation in
terms of likelihoods.
45 There are some non-casual, semi-parametric estimation procedures for binary choice models that use the hit
rate, such as the “maximum score” estimator of Manski [1975]. The literature on this estimator is reviewed by Cameron
and Trivedi [2005; §14.7.2, p.483ff.].
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and Laury [2002] task, imagine that subjects picked A on average 5.000000001 times. An EUT
model, in which the CRRA was set to around 0.25, would predict that the average subject picks
lottery A 5 times and then switches to B for the other 5 choices, hence predicting almost perfectly in
each of the 10 choices. But the priority heuristic gets almost 4 out of 10 wrong every time, and yet is
viewed as a 100% successful theory by this metric.
This example shows exactly why it is a mistake to casually use the “hit rate” as a metric of
evaluation in such settings.45 The likelihood approach instead asks the model to state the probability
of observing the actual choice, conditional on some trial values of the parameters of the theory.
Maximum likelihood then just finds those parameters that generate the highest probability of
observing the data. For binary choice tasks, and independent observations, we know that the
likelihood of the sample is just the product of the likelihood of each choice conditional on the
model and the parameters assumed, and that the likelihood of each choice is just the probability of
that choice. So if we have any observation that has zero probability, and the priority heuristic has
many, the likelihood for that observation zooms off to minus infinity. Even if we set the likelihood
to some minuscule amount, so we do not have to evaluate the logarithm of zero, the overall
likelihood of the priority heuristic is a priori abysmal without even firing up any statistical package.
Of course, this is true for any theory that predicts deterministically, including EUT. But this
is why one needs some formal statement about how the deterministic prediction of the theory
translates into a probability of observing one choice or the other, and then perhaps also some formal
statement about the role that structural errors might play. Examples include equation (4) from §1.1,
and the whole of §1.2, respectively.
How would one modify the priority heuristic to make it worth testing against any real data at
an individual level? Perhaps one could count how many of the criteria are pointing towards one
46 Most claims are strikingly casual. Excellent exceptions are Gigerenzer and Kurz [2001] and Knutson and
Peterson [2005].
47 The extremes of jingoism arise in the marketing of “neuroeconomics.” The more interesting question is the
value of having detailed process information in addition to observed choice data, as illustrated by the evaluation of the
implied process of the priority heuristic by Johnson, Schulte-Mecklenbeck and Willemsen [2007].
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lottery, and use that as an indicator of strength of preference. But this path seems ad hoc, would need
weights on the criteria to avoid discontinuities in any likelihood maximization process using gradient
methods, and is contrary to the raison d’être  of the model.
The priority heuristic is one part of a larger research program into the ecological rationality
of “fast and frugal heuristics.” This research program is important because it provides a sharply
contrasting view to the prevailing dogma among behavioral economists, that the use of heuritics
must always be associated with sub-optimal decisions. In fact, when heuristics have evolved or been
consciously tailored to a task domain, they can perform extraordinarily well. When they are applied
to the wrong task domain, catastrophic errors can result. These important perspectives from
psychology (e.g., Brunswick [1955]) long predated recognition by economists of the role of
ecological rationality (cf. Smith [2003]) and artefactual task domains (cf. Harrison and List [2004]).
On the other hand, one should not make the case for the descriptive validity of heuristics on flimsy
statistical grounds, even if the general approach is an important one in principle.
7. Conclusion
Some psychologists criticize mainstream models because there is alleged evidence that one or
more of the implied processes is invalid.46 “People do not multiply utilities and probabilities and add
them up in their head, since they cannot even do this for artefactual multiplication and addition tasks
without a calculator.” The economist retorts that “I only assume that people behave as if they do that
process.” There is truth in both arguments, and the two views are actually complementary if one
separates out intellectual jingoism from substance.47 The formal statistical framework proposed here,
maximum likelihood of structural models, serves as one tool to actually realize the potential gains
from trade between economics and psychology. Much remains to be done.
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Table 1: Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Various Structural Models in
Simple Binary Choice Lottery Experiments
Maximum likelihood estimation of EUT, RDU and CPT models.
 N=9,311, based on 158 subjects from Harrison and Rutström [2005].
Variable Coefficient Estimate
Standard
Error p-value
Lower 95%
Confidence
Interval
Upper 95%
Confidence
Interval
A. EUT: Homogeneous Preferences Specification with No Stochastic Error (log-likelihood = -6085.1)
r Constant 0.776 0.024 <0.001 0.729 0.825
B. EUT: Homogeneous Preferences Specification (log-likelihood = -6085.0)
r Constant 0.771 0.044 <0.001 0.684 0.857
: Constant 0.966 0.134 <0.001 0.704 1.228
C. EUT: Heterogeneous Preferences Specification (log-likelihood = -5925.8)
r Constant 0.246 0.379 0.516 -0.497 0.989
Female -0.156 0.085 0.067 -0.324 0.011
Black -0.100 0.155 0.517 -0.404 0.204
Hispanic -0.232 0.137 0.089 -0.500 0.036
Age in years 0.030 0.019 0.103 -0.006 0.067
Business major -0.025 0.094 0.787 -0.209 0.159
Low GPA 0.061 0.099 0.534 -0.133 0.256
: Constant 1.235 0.682 0.070 -0.101 2.572
Female -0.246 0.272 0.365 -0.779 0.287
Black -0.022 0.377 0.953 -0.762 0.718
Hispanic -0.020 0.421 0.962 -0.846 0.806
Age in years -0.018 0.028 0.531 -0.073 0.037
Business major 0.048 0.335 0.886 -0.610 0.706
Low GPA 0.335 0.385 0.384 -0.419 1.088
D. RDU: Homogeneous Preferences Specification (log-likelihood = -6083.4)
D Constant 0.763 0.043 <0.001 0.678 0.848
( Constant 0.986 0.008 <0.001 0.971 1.002
: Constant 0.938 0.128 <0.001 0.686 1.190
E. CPT: Homogeneous Preferences Specification, Unconstrained Utility Functions (log-likelihood = -5821.3)
" Constant 0.535 0.043 <0.001 0.451 0.619
$ Constant 0.930 0.049 <0.001 0.835 1.026
8 Constant 0.338 0.081 <0.001 0.179 0.497
( Constant 0.928 0.026 <0.001 0.876 0.979
: Constant 0.557 0.075 <0.001 0.410 0.704
F. CPT: Homogeneous Preferences Specification, Utility Functions Constrained to "=$ (log-likelihood = -5895.7)
" = $ Constant 0.447 0.075 <0.001 0.300 0.594
8 Constant 0.609 0.133 <0.001 0.347 0.871
( Constant 0.938 0.043 <0.001 0.853 1.023
: Constant 0.619 0.088 <0.001 0.447 0.791
Notes: All coefficients on variables refer to binary dummies, apart from age which is measured in years (average age in
sample is 21). Low GPA is any reported GPA below 3.25.
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Figure 4: Opening Screen Shot for Laboratory Experiment
Figure 5: Prize Distribution and Display for Laboratory Experiment
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Figure 6: Typical Bank Offer in Laboratory Experiment
Figure 7: Information on Bank Offers in Laboratory Experiment
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Table 2: Estimates for Deal or No Deal Laboratory Experiment Assuming SP/A
Parameter Estimate Standard Error Lower 95%Confidence Interval
Upper 95%
Confidence Interval
D 0.522 0.325 -0.115 1.159
( 0.308 0.017 0.274 0.341
P 58.065 21.432 16.058 100.072
> 42.460 31.209 -18.708 103.623
R 0.985 1.748 -2.442 4.412
:SP 0.363 0.497 -0.613 1.339
:A 19.367 8.755 2.207 36.527
BSP 0.071 0.052 -0.029 0.172
BA=1-BSP 0.929 0.052 0.827 1.029
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Appendix A: Experimental Procedures for Binary Lottery Choice Task
Subjects were presented with 60 lottery pairs, each represented as a “pie” showing the
probability of each prize. Harrison and Rutström [2008; Figure 4] illustrates one such representation.
The subject could choose the lottery on the left or the right, or explicitly express indifference (in
which case the experimenter would flip a coin on the subject’s behalf). After all 60 lottery pairs were
evaluated, three were selected at random for payment.48 The lotteries were presented to the subjects
in color on a private computer screen,49 and all choices recorded by the computer program. This
program also recorded the time taken to make each choice. In addition to the choice tasks, the
subjects provided information on demographic and other personal characteristics. 
In the gain frame experiments the prizes in each lottery were $0, $5, $10 and $15, and the
probabilities of each prize varied from choice to choice, and from lottery to lottery. In the loss frame
experiments subjects were given an initial endowment of $15, and the corresponding prizes from the
gain frame lotteries were transformed to be -$15, -$10, -$5 and $0. Hence the final outcomes,
inclusive of the endowment, were the same in the gain frame and loss frame. In the mixed frame
experiments subjects were given an initial endowment of $8, and the prizes were transformed to be 
-$8, -$3, $3 and $8, generating final outcomes inclusive of the endowment of $0, $5, $11 and $16.50
In addition to the fixed endowment, each subject received a random endowment between $1
and $10. This endowment was generated using a uniform distribution defined over whole dollar
amounts, operationalized by a 10-sided die. The purpose of this random endowment is to test for
endowment effects on the choices.
51 To ensure that probabilities summed to one, we also used probabilities of 0.26 instead of 0.25, 0.38 instead of
0.37, 0.49 instead of 0.50 or 0.74 instead of 0.75.
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The probabilities used in each lottery ranged roughly evenly over the unit interval. Values of
0, 0.13, 0.25, 0.37, 0.5, 0.62, 0.75 and 0.87 were used.51 The presentation of a given lottery on the left
or the right was determined at random, so that the “left” or “right” lotteries did not systematically
reflect greater risk or greater prize range than the other.
Subjects were recruited at the University of Central Florida, primarily from the College of
Business Administration, using the online recruiting application at ExLab (http://exlab.bus.ucf.edu).
Each subject received a $5 fee for showing up to the experiments, and completed an informed
consent form. Subjects were deliberately recruited for “staggered” starting times, so that the subject
would not pace their responses by any other subject. Each subject was presented with the
instructions individually, and taken through the practice sessions at an individual pace. Since the rolls
of die were important to the implementation of the objects of choice, the experimenters took some
time to give each subject “hands-on” experience with the (10-sided, 20-sided and 100-sided) die
being used. Subjects were free to make their choices as quickly or as slowly as they wanted.
Our data consists of responses from 158 subjects making 9311 choices that do not involve
indifference. Only 1.7% of the choices involved explicit choice of indifference, and to simplify we
drop those in estimation unless otherwise noted. Of these 158 subjects, 63 participated in gain frame
tasks, 37 participated in mixed frame tasks, and 58 participated in loss frame tasks.
52 The exposition is deliberately transparent to economists. Most of the exposition in §F1 would be redundant
for those familiar with Gould, Pitblado and Sribney [2006] or even Rabe-Hesketh and Everitt [2004; ch.13]. It is easy to
find expositions of maximum likelihood in Stata that are more general and elegant for their purpose, but for those trying
to learn the basic tools for the first time that elegance can just appear to be needlessly cryptic coding, and actually act as
an impediment to comprehension. There are good reasons that one wants to build more flexible and computationally
efficient models, but ease of comprehension is rarely one of them. StataCorp [2007] documents the latest version 10 of
Stata, but the exposition of the maximum likelihood syntax is minimal in that otherwise extensive documentation.
53 Paarsch and Hong [2006; Appendix A.8] provide a comparable introduction to the use of MATLAB for
estimation of structural models of auctions. Unfortunately their documentation contains no “real data” to evaluate the
programs on.
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Appendix B: Estimation Using Maximum Likelihood
(NOT FOR PUBLICATION)
Economists in a wide range of fields are now developing customized likelihood functions to
correspond to specific models of decision-making processes. These demands derive partly from the
need to consider a variety of parametric functional forms, but also because these models often
specify non-standard decision rules that have to be “written out by hand.” Thus it is becoming
common to see user-written maximum likelihood estimates, and less use of pre-packaged model
specifications.
These pedagogic notes document the manner in which one can estimate maximum
likelihood models of utility functions within Stata.52 However, we can quickly go beyond “utility
functions” and consider a wide range of decision-making processes, to parallel the discussion in the
text. We start with a standard CRRA utility function and binary choice data over two lotteries,
assuming EUT. This step illustrates the basic economic and statistical logic, and introduces the core
Stata syntax. We then quickly consider an extension to consider loss aversion and probability
weighting from PT, the inclusion of “stochastic errors,” and the estimation of utility numbers
themselves to avoid any parametric assumption about the utility function. We then illustrate a
replication of the ML estimates of HL. Once the basic syntax is defined from the first example, it is
possible to quickly jump to other likelihood functions using different data and specifications. Of
course, this is just a reflection of the “extensible power” of a package such as Stata, once one
understands the basic syntax.53
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B1. Estimating a CRRA Utility Function
Consider the simple CRRA specification in §2.2. This is an EUT model, with a CRRA utility
function, and no stochastic error specification. The following Stata program defines the model, in
this case using the lottery choices of Harrison and Rutström [2005], which are a replication of the
experimental tasks of Hey and Orme [1994]:
* define Original Recipe EUT with CRRA and no errors
program define ML_eut0
    args lnf r
    tempvar prob0l prob1l prob2l prob3l prob0r prob1r prob2r prob3r y0 y1 y2 y3
    tempvar euL euR euDiff euRatio tmp lnf_eut lnf_pt p1 p2 f1 f2
    quietly {
        * construct likelihood for EUT
        generate double `prob0l' = $ML_y2
        generate double `prob1l' = $ML_y3
        generate double `prob2l' = $ML_y4
        generate double `prob3l' = $ML_y5
        generate double `prob0r' = $ML_y6
        generate double `prob1r' = $ML_y7
        generate double `prob2r' = $ML_y8
        generate double `prob3r' = $ML_y9
        generate double `y0' = ($ML_y14+$ML_y10)^`r'
        generate double `y1' = ($ML_y14+$ML_y11)^`r'
        generate double `y2' = ($ML_y14+$ML_y12)^`r'
        generate double `y3' = ($ML_y14+$ML_y13)^`r'
        gen double `euL' = (`prob0l'*`y0')+(`prob1l'*`y1')+(`prob2l'*`y2')+(`prob3l'*`y3')
        gen double `euR' = (`prob0r'*`y0')+(`prob1r'*`y1')+(`prob2r'*`y2')+(`prob3r'*`y3')
        generate double `euDiff' = `euR' - `euL'
        replace `lnf' = ln(normal( `euDiff')) if $ML_y1==1
        replace `lnf' = ln(normal(-`euDiff')) if $ML_y1==0
    }
end
This program makes more sense when one sees the command line invoking it, and supplying it with
values for all variables. The simplest case is where there are no explanatory variables for the CRRA
coefficient (we cover those below):
ml model lf ML_eut0 (r: Choices P0left P1left P2left P3left P0right P1right P2right
P3right prize0 prize1 prize2 prize3 stake = ) if Choices~=., cluster(id)
technique(nr) maximize
The “ml model” part invokes the Stata maximum likelihood model specification routine, which
essentially reads in the ML_eut0 program defined above and makes sure that it does not violate any
syntax rules. The “lf ” part of “lf ML_eut0” tells this routine that this is a particular type of
likelihood specification (specifically, that the routine ML_eut0 does not calculate analytical
derivatives, so those must be calculated numerically). The part in brackets defines the equation for
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the CRRA coefficient r. The “r:” part just labels this equation, for output display purposes and to
help reference initial values if they are specified for recalcitrant models. There is no need for the “r:”
here to match the “r” inside the ML_eut0 program; we could have referred to “rEUT:” in the “ml
model” command. We use the same “r” to help see the connection, but it is not essential. 
The “Choices P0left P1left P2left P3left P0right P1right P2right P3right prize0
prize1 prize2 prize3 stake” part tells the program what observed values and data to use. This
allows one to pass parameter values as well as data to the likelihood evaluator defined in ML_eut0.
Each item in this list translates into a $ML_y* variable referenced in the ML_eut0 program, where *
denotes the order in which it appears in this list. Thus the data in variable Choices, which consists of
0's and 1's for choices (and a dot, to signify “missing”), is passed to the ML_eut0 program as
variable $ML_y1. Variable p0left, which holds the probabilities of the first prize of the lottery
presented to subjects on the left of their screen, is passed as $ML_y2, and so on. Finally, variable
stake, holding the values of the initial endowments provided to subjects, gets passed as variable
$ML_y14. It is good programming practice to then define these in some less cryptic manner, as we
do just after the “quietly” line in ML_eut0. This does not significantly slow down execution, and
helps avoid cryptic code. There is no error if some variable that is passed to ML_eut0 is not
referenced in ML_eut0.
Once the data is passed to ML_eut0 the likelihood function can be evaluated. By default, it
assumes a constant term, so when we have “=  )” in the above command line, this is saying that
there are no other explanatory variables. We add some below, but for now this model is just
assuming that one CRRA coefficient characterizes all choices by all subjects. That is, it assumes that
everyone has the same risk preference.
We restrict the data that is passed to only include strict preferences, hence the “if
Choices~=.” part at the end of the command line. The response of indifference was allowed in this
experiment, and we code it as a “missing” value. Thus the estimation only applies to the sub-sample
of strict preferences. One could modify the likelihood function to handle indifference.
54 Note that this is `euL’ and not ‘euL’: beginning Stata users make this mistake a lot.
55 Since the ML_eut0 program is called many, many times to evaluate Jacobians and the like, these warning
messages can clutter the screen display needlessly. During debugging, however, one normally likes to have things
displayed, so the command “quietly” would be changed to “noisily” for debugging. Actually, we use the “ml check”
option for debugging, as explained later, and never change this to “noisily.” Or we can display one line by using the
“noisily” option, to debug specific calculations.
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Returning to the ML_eut0 program, the “args” line defines some arguments for this
program. When it is called, by the default Newton-Raphson optimization routine within Stata, it
accepts arguments in the “r” array and returns a value for the log-likelihood in the “lnf” scalar. In
this case “r” is the vector of coefficient values being evaluated.
The “tempvar” lines create temporary variables for use in the program. These are temporary
in the sense that they are only local to this program, and hence can be the same as variables in the
main calling program. Once defined they are referred to with the ML_eut0 program by adding the
funny left single-quote mark ` and the regular right single-quote mark ’.  Thus temporary variable
euL, to hold the expected utility of the left lottery, is referred to as `euL’ in the program.54
The “quietly” line defines a block of code that is to be processed without the display of
messages. This avoids needless display of warning messages, such as when some evaluation returns a
missing value. Errors are not skipped, just display messages.55
The remaining lines should make sense to any economist from the comment statements. The
program simply builds up the expected utility of each lottery, using the CRRA specification for the
utility of the prizes. Then it uses the probit index function to define the likelihood values. The actual
responses, stored in variable Choices (which is internal variable $ML_y1), are used at the very end to
define which side of the probit index function this choice happens to be. The logit index
specification is just as easy to code up: you replace “normal” with “invlogit” and you are done! The
most important feature of this specification is that one can “build up” the latent index with as many
programming lines as needed. Thus, as illustrated below, it is an easy matter to write out more
detailed models, such as required for estimation of PT specifications or mixture models.
The “cluster(id)” command at the end tells Stata to treat the residuals from the same person
as potentially correlated. It then corrects for this fact when calculating standard errors of estimates.
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Invoking the above command line, with the “, maximize” option at the end to tell Stata to
actually proceed with the optimization, generates this output:
initial:       log pseudolikelihood = -8155.5697
alternative:   log pseudolikelihood = -7980.4161
rescale:       log pseudolikelihood = -7980.4161
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -7980.4161  (not concave)
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -7692.4056  
Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -7689.4848  
Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -7689.4544  
Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -7689.4544  
. ml display
                                                  Number of obs   =      11766
                                                  Wald chi2(0)    =          .
Log pseudolikelihood = -7689.4544                 Prob > chi2     =          .
                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 215 clusters in id)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             |               Robust
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
       _cons |   .7531553   .0204812    36.77   0.000     .7130128    .7932977
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So we see that the optimization routine converged nicely, with no error messages or warnings about
numerical irregularities at the end. The interim warning message is nothing to worry about: only
worry if there is an error message of any kind at the end of the iterations. (Of course, lots of error
message, particularly about derivatives being hard to calculate, usually flag convergence problems).
The “ml display” command allows us to view the standard output, and is given after the “ml model”
command. For our purposes the critical thing is the “_cons” line, which displays the maximum-
likelihood estimate and it’s standard error. Thus we have estimated that r^  = 0.753. This is the
maximum likelihood CRRA coefficient in this case. This indicates that these subjects are risk averse.
Before your program runs nicely it may have some syntax errors. The easiest way to check
these is to issue the command
ml model lf ML_eut0 (r: Choices P0left P1left P2left P3left P0right P1right P2right
P3right prize0 prize1 prize2 prize3 stake = )
which is the same as before except that it drops off the material after the comma, which tells Stata to
maximize the likelihood and how to handle the errors. This command simply tells Stata to read in
the model and be ready to process it, but not to begin processing it. You would then issue the
command
ml check
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and Stata will provide some diagnostics. These are extremely informative if you use them,
particularly for syntax errors.
The power of this approach becomes evident when we allow the CRRA coefficient to be
determined by individual or treatment characteristics. To illustrate, consider the effect of allowing
the CRRA coefficient to differ depending on the individual demographic characteristics of the
subject, as explained in the text. Here is a list and sample statistics:
    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------
      Female |       215    .4790698    .5007276          0          1
       Black |       215    .1069767     .309805          0          1
    Hispanic |       215    .1348837    .3423965          0          1
         Age |       215    19.95814    3.495406         17         47
    Business |       215    .4511628    .4987705          0          1
      GPAlow |       215    .4604651    .4995978          0          1
The earlier command line is changed slightly at the “= )” part to read “= Female Black Hispanic Age
Business GPAlow)”, and no changes are made to ML_eut0. The results are as follows:
ml model lf ML_eut0 (r: Choices P0left P1left P2left P3left P0right P1right P2right
P3right prize0 prize1 prize2 prize3 stake = Female Black Hispanic Age Business
GPAlow), cluster(id) maximize
. ml display
                                                  Number of obs   =      11766
                                                  Wald chi2(6)    =      27.48
Log pseudolikelihood = -7557.2809                 Prob > chi2     =     0.0001
                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 215 clusters in id)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             |               Robust
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
      Female |  -.0904283   .0425979    -2.12   0.034    -.1739187   -.0069379
       Black |  -.1283174   .0765071    -1.68   0.094    -.2782686    .0216339
    Hispanic |  -.2549614   .1149935    -2.22   0.027    -.4803446   -.0295783
         Age |   .0218001   .0052261     4.17   0.000     .0115571    .0320432
    Business |  -.0071756   .0401536    -0.18   0.858    -.0858753     .071524
      GPAlow |   .0131213   .0394622     0.33   0.740    -.0642233    .0904659
       _cons |    .393472   .1114147     3.53   0.000     .1751032    .6118408
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So we see that the CRRA coefficient changes from r=0.753 to r=0.393 - 0.090×Female -
0.128×Black ... and so on. We can quickly find out what the average value of r is when we evaluate
this model using the actual characteristics of each subject and the estimated coefficients:
. predictnl r=xb(r)
. summ r if task==1
    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------
           r |       215    .7399284    .1275521   .4333093   1.320475
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So the average value is 0.739, extremely close to the earlier estimate of 0.753. Thus all we have done
is provided a richer characterization of risk attitudes around roughly the same mean.
B2. Loss Aversion and Probability Weighting
It is a simple matter to specify different economic models. Two of the major structural
features of Prospect Theory are probability weighting and loss aversion. The code below implements
each of these specifications, using the parametric forms of Tversky and Kahneman [1992]. For
simplicity we assume that the decision weights are the probability weights, and do not implement the
rank-dependent transformation of probability weights into decision weights. Thus the model is
strictly an implementation of Original Prospect Theory from Kahneman and Tversky [1979]. The
extension to rank-dependent decision weights is messy from a programming perspective, and
nothing is gained pedagogically here by showing it; Harrison [2006] shows the mess in full.
Note how much of this code is similar to ML_eut0, and the differences:
* define OPT specification with no errors
program define MLkt0
    args lnf alpha beta lambda gamma
    tempvar prob0l prob1l prob2l prob3l prob0r prob1r prob2r prob3r y0 y1 y2 y3
    tempvar euL euR euDiff euRatio tmp
    quietly {
        gen double `tmp' = (($ML_y2^`gamma')+($ML_y3^`gamma')+($ML_y4^`gamma')+($ML_y5^`gamma'))
        replace `tmp’ = `tmp’^(1/`gamma')
        generate double `prob0l' = ($ML_y2^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `prob1l' = ($ML_y3^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `prob2l' = ($ML_y4^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `prob3l' = ($ML_y5^`gamma')/`tmp'
        replace `tmp' = (($ML_y6^`gamma')+($ML_y7^`gamma')+($ML_y8^`gamma')+($ML_y9^`gamma'))
        replace `tmp' = `tmp’^(1/`gamma')
        generate double `prob0r' = ($ML_y6^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `prob1r' = ($ML_y7^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `prob2r' = ($ML_y8^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `prob3r' = ($ML_y9^`gamma')/`tmp'
        generate double `y0' = .
        replace `y0' =           ( $ML_y10)^(`alpha') if $ML_y10>=0
        replace `y0' = -`lambda'*(-$ML_y10)^(`beta')  if $ML_y10<0
        generate double `y1' = .
        replace `y1' =           ( $ML_y11)^(`alpha') if $ML_y11>=0
        replace `y1' = -`lambda'*(-$ML_y11)^(`beta')  if $ML_y11<0
        generate double `y2' = .
        replace `y2' =           ( $ML_y12)^(`alpha') if $ML_y12>=0
        replace `y2' = -`lambda'*(-$ML_y12)^(`beta')  if $ML_y12<0
        generate double `y3' = .
        replace `y3' =           ( $ML_y13)^(`alpha') if $ML_y13>=0
        replace `y3' = -`lambda'*(-$ML_y13)^(`beta')  if $ML_y13<0
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        gen double `euL'=(`prob0l'*`y0')+(`prob1l'*`y1')+(`prob2l'*`y2')+(`prob3l'*`y3')
        gen double `euR'=(`prob0r'*`y0')+(`prob1r'*`y1')+(`prob2r'*`y2')+(`prob3r'*`y3')
        generate double `euDiff' = `euR' - `euL'
        replace `lnf' = ln(normal( `euDiff')) if $ML_y1==1
        replace `lnf' = ln(normal(-`euDiff')) if $ML_y1==0
    }
end
The first thing to notice is that the initial line “args lnf alpha beta lambda gamma” has more
parameters than with ML_eut0. The “lnf” parameter is the same, since it is the one used to return
the value of the likelihood function for trial values of the other parameters. But we now have four
parameters instead of just one.
When we estimate this model we get this output:
. ml model lf MLkt0 (alpha: Choices P0left P1left P2left P3left P0right P1right
P2right P3right prize0 prize1 prize2 prize3 = ) (beta: ) (lambda: ) (gamma: ),
cluster(id ) maximize
ml display
                                                  Number of obs   =      11766
                                                  Wald chi2(0)    =          .
Log pseudolikelihood = -7455.1001                 Prob > chi2     =          .
                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 215 clusters in id)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             |               Robust
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
alpha        |
       _cons |   .6551177   .0275903    23.74   0.000     .6010417    .7091938
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
beta         |
       _cons |   .8276235   .0541717    15.28   0.000      .721449     .933798
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
lambda       |
       _cons |   .7322427   .1163792     6.29   0.000     .5041436    .9603417
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
gamma        |
       _cons |    .938848   .0339912    27.62   0.000     .8722265     1.00547
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So we get estimates for all four parameters. Stata used the variable “_cons” for the constant, and
since there are no characteristics here, that is the only variable to be estimated. We could also add
demographic or other characteristics to any or all of these four parameters. We see that the utility
curvature coefficients " and $ are similar, and indicate concavity in the gain domain and convexity
in the loss domain. The loss aversion parameter 8 is less than 1, which is a blow for PT since “loss
aversion” calls for 8>1. And ( is very close to 1, which is the value that implies that w(p)=p for all
p, the EUT case. We can readily test some of these hypotheses:
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. test [alpha]_cons=[beta]_cons
 ( 1)  [alpha]_cons - [beta]_cons = 0
           chi2(  1) =    8.59
         Prob > chi2 =    0.0034
. test [lambda]_cons=1
 ( 1)  [lambda]_cons = 1
           chi2(  1) =    5.29
         Prob > chi2 =    0.0214
. test [gamma]_cons=1
 ( 1)  [gamma]_cons = 1
           chi2(  1) =    3.24
         Prob > chi2 =    0.0720
So we see that PT is not doing so well here in relation to the a priori beliefs it comes packaged with,
and that the deviation in 8 is indeed statistically significant. But ( is less than 1, so things are not so
bad in that respect.
B3. Adding Stochastic Errors
In the text the Luce and Fechner “stochastic error stories” were explained. To add the Luce
specification, popularized by HL, we return to base camp, the ML_eut0 program, and simply make
two changes. We augment the arguments by one parameter, :, to be estimated:
args lnf r mu
and then we revise the line defining the EU difference from 
generate double `euDiff' = `euR' - `euL'
to
replace `euDiff' = (`euR'^(1/`mu'))/((`euR'^(1/`mu'))+(`euL'^(1/`mu')))
So this changes the latent preference index from being the difference to the ratio. But it is also adds
the 1/: exponent to each expected utility. Apart from this change in the program, there is nothing
extra that is needed. You just add one more parameter in the “ml model” stage, as we did for the PT
extensions. In fact, HL cleverly exploit the fact that the latent preference index defined above is
already in the form of a cumulative probability density function, since it ranges from 0 to 1, and is
equal to ½ when the subject is indifferent between the two lotteries.  Thus, instead of defining the
likelihood contribution by
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        replace `lnf' = ln(normal( `euDiff')) if $ML_y1==1
        replace `lnf' = ln(normal(-`euDiff')) if $ML_y1==0
we can use
        replace `lnf' = ln(`euDiff') if $ML_y1==1
        replace `lnf' = ln(1-`euDiff') if $ML_y1==0
instead.
The Fechner specification popularized by Hey and Orme [1994] implies a simple change to
ML_eut0. Again we add an error term “noise” to the arguments of the program, as above, and now
we have the latent index
generate double `euDiff' = (`euR' - `euL')/`noise'
instead of the original
generate double `euDiff' = `euR' - `euL'
Here are the results:
. ml model lf ML_eut (r: Choices P0left P1left P2left P3left P0right P1right P2right
P3right prize0 prize1 prize2 prize3 stake = ) (noise: ), cluster(id) maximize
. ml display
                                                  Number of obs   =      11766
                                                  Wald chi2(0)    =          .
Log pseudolikelihood = -7679.9527                 Prob > chi2     =          .
                                   (Std. Err. adjusted for 215 clusters in id)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             |               Robust
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r            |
       _cons |   .7119379   .0303941    23.42   0.000     .6523666    .7715092
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noise        |
       _cons |   .7628203    .080064     9.53   0.000     .6058977    .9197429
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So the CRRA coefficient declines very slight, and the noise term is estimated as a normal probability
with standard deviation of 0.763.
B4. Extensions
There are many possible extensions of the basic programming elements considered here.
Harrison [2006] illustrates the following:
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• modeling non-parametric utility functions, following Hey and Orme [1994];
• modeling rank-dependent decision weights for the RDU and RDEV structural model;
• modeling rank-dependent decision weights and sign-dependent utility for the CPT structural
model;
• the imposition of constraints on parameters to ensure non-negativity (e.g., 8>1 or :>0), or
finite bounds (e.g., 0<r<1);
• the specification of finite mixture models;
• the coding of non-nested hypothesis tests; and
• maximum simulated likelihood, in which one or more parameters are treated as random
coefficients to reflect unobserved individual heterogeneity (e.g., Train [2003]).
In each case template code is provided along with data and illustrative estimates.
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Appendix C: Instructions for Laboratory Experiments
(NOT FOR PUBLICATION)
C1. Baseline Instructions
YOUR INSTRUCTIONS
This is an experiment that is just like the television program Deal Or No Deal.
There are 26 prizes in 26 suitcases. You will start by picking one suitcase, which
becomes “your case.” Then you will be asked to open some of the remaining 25 cases.
At the end of each round, you will receive a “bank offer” to end the game. If you accept
the bank offer, you will receive that money. If you turn down the bank offer, you will be
asked to open a few more cases, and then there will be another bank offer. The bank
offer depends on the value of the prizes that have not been opened. If you pick cases
that have higher prizes, the next bank offer will tend to be lower; but if you pick cases
that have lower prizes, the next bank offer will tend to be higher.
Lets go through an example of the game. All of the screen shots here were taken
from the game. The choices were ones we made just to illustrate. Your computer will
provide better screen shots that are easier to read. The Deal Or No Deal logo shown on
these screens is the property of the production company of the TV show, and we are
not challenging their copyright.
Here is the opening page, telling you how many cases you have to open in each
round. The information on your screen may differ from this display, so be sure to read it
before playing the game. Click on Begin to start the game...
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Here is what the opening page looks like. There are 26 cases displayed in the
middle. There are also 26 cash prizes displayed on either side. Each case contains one
of these prizes, and each prize is in one of the cases. We will convert your earnings in
this game into cash at an exchange rate of 1000 to 1. So if you earn $200,000 in the
game you will receive $200 in cash, and if you earn $1,000 in the game you will receive
$1 in cash. We will round your earnings to the nearest penny when we use the
exchange rate.
The instruction at the bottom asks you to choose one of the suitcases. You do
this by clicking on the suitcase you want.
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Here we picked suitcase 26, and it has been moved to the top left corner. This
case contains one of the prizes shown on the left or the right of the screen.
Round 1 of the game has now begun. You are asked to open 6 more cases. You
do this by clicking on the suitcases you want to open.
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In this round we picked suitcases 2, 4, 10, 15, 17 and 24. It does not matter
which order they were picked in. You can see the prizes in these cases revealed to you
as you open them. They are revealed and then that prize on the left or right is shaded,
so you know that this prize is not in your suitcase.
At the end of each round the bank will make you an offer, listed at the bottom of
the screen. In this case the bank offers $4,000. If you accept this deal from the bank, by
clicking on the green DEAL box, you receive $4,000 and the game ends. If you decide
not to accept the offer, by clicking on the red NO DEAL box, you will go into round 2.
We will wait until everyone has completed their game before continuing today, so
there is no need for you to hurry. If you choose DEAL we ask that you wait quietly for
the others to finish.
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To illustrate, we decided to say NO DEAL in round 1 and picked 5 more cases.
You can see that there are now more shaded prizes, so we have a better idea what
prize our suitcase contains. The bank made another offer, in this case $4,900.
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If we accept this bank offer the screen tells us our cash earnings. We went on
and played another round, and then accepted a bank offer of $6,200. So our cash
earnings are $6,200 ÷ 1,000 = $6.20, as stated on the screen. 
A small box then appears in the top left corner. This is for the experimenter to fill
in. Please just signal the experimenter when you are at this stage. They need to write
down your cash earnings on your payoff sheet, and then enter the super-secret exit
code. Please do not enter any code in this box, or click OK.
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The bank’s offers depend on two things. First, how many rounds you have
completed. Second, the expected value of the prizes in the unopened cases.
The expected value is simply the average earnings you would receive at that point
if you could open one of the unopened prizes and keep it, and then go back to the original
unopened prizes and repeat that process many, many times. For example, in the final
round, if you have prizes of $1,000 and $25,000 left unopened, your expected value
would be ($1,000 × ½) + ($25,000 × ½) = $26,000 ÷ 2 = $13,000. You would get $1,000
roughly 50% of the time, and you would get $25,000 roughly 50% of the time, so the
average would be $13,000. It gets a bit harder to calculate the expected value with more
than two unopened prizes, but the idea is the same.
As you get to later rounds, the bank’s offer is more generous in terms of the
fraction of this expected value. The picture below shows you the path of bank offers. Of
course, your expected value may be high or low, depending on which prizes you have
opened. So 90% of a low expected value will generate a low bank offer in dollars, but
50% of a high expected value will generate a high bank offer in dollars.
There is no right or wrong choice.  Which choices you make depends on your
personal preferences. The people next to you will have different lotteries, and may have
different preferences, so their responses should not matter to you. Nor do their choices
affect your earnings in any way. Please work silently, and make your choices by thinking
carefully about the bank offers.
All payoffs are in cash, and are in addition to the $5 show-up fee that you receive
just for being here. Do you have any questions?
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C2. Additional Instructions for UK Version
The version of the game you will play now has several differences from the
practice version.
First, there will be 7 rounds in the version instead of the 10 rounds of the practice.
This is listed on the screen displayed below.
Second, you will open suitcases in the sequence shown in the screen displayed
below.
Third, there are only 22 prizes instead of 26 in the practice, and the prize amounts
differ from the prizes used in the practice. The prizes are listed on the screen displayed
on the next page.
Fourth, the bank’s offer function is the one displayed on the next page. It still
depends on how many rounds you have completed.
In all other respects the game is the same as the practice. Do you have any
questions?
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